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Disclaimer: 

This compendium presents a compilation of selected SMART Policing initiatives in India, which were received for the FICCI 

SMART Policing Awards for the year 2016. This compendium has been produced by FICCI, based on the information provided 

by various State Police Forces and Central Armed Police Forces, in the entry forms for the Awards. Although FICCI has made 

every effort to cross-check the information provided in the entries, the veracity of the factual details rests with the security and 

law enforcement agencies. 

This document is for information only and should not be treated as a consultative or suggestive report. This publication is not 

intended to be a substitute for any professional, legal or technical advice. FICCI do not accept any liability, whatsoever, for any 

direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its content.
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ADGP Additional Director General of Police

BWC Body Worn Camera

CAPF Central Armed Police Force

CCC Central Complaint Cell

CID Criminal Investigation Department

CISF Central Industrial Security Force

CP Commissioner of Police

CPO Community Police Officer

CPRC Community Police Resource Centre

CVR Character Verification Report

DI Drill Instructor

DIC Distress Intervention Centre

DLAC District-Level Advisory Committee

DNO District Nodal Officer

DSP Deputy Superintendent of Police

FIR First Information Report

HQ Head Quarter

ITBP Indo-Tibetan Border Police

JCFPC Jharkhand Child Friendly Policing Campaign

NCC National Cadets Corps

NPSVMS Nagaland Police SMS Based Vehicle Monitoring System

PCC Police Clearance Certificate

PI Police Inspector

PS Police Station

PSLO Police Student Liaison Officer

SCSC Senior Citizens Security Cell

SDPO Sub-Divisional Police Officer

SHO Station House Officer

SLAC State-level Advisory Committee 

SLAC School-level Advisory Committee

SNO State Nodal Officer

SP Superintendent of Police

SPC Student Police Cadet

SPF State Police Force

SSB Sashastra Seema Bal

Abbreviations 
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Foreword

he words of Hon'ble Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi, regarding SMART 

policing, points to the fact that the country is moving towards modern and Tinnovative policing. In the recent past, many security and law enforcement 

agencies in India have made concrete efforts in eliminating the security challenges of 

modern Indian cities. The Indian police forces have introduced new innovations in 

policing to overcome new challenges, and to fulfil the aspirations of the citizen for better 

security. Thus, the best practices adopted by the police forces need recognition, 

appreciation, dissemination and replication.  

FICCI, with its commitment to Homeland Security, has initiated `FICCI SMART Policing 

Awards' to felicitate best practices in SMART Policing, under various categories, like  (i) 

Anti-insurgency; (ii)  Child Safety; (iii) Community Policing; (iv) Cyber Security; (v) Elderly 

Safety; (vi) Human Trafficking; (vii) Road Safety and Traffic Management; (viii) Women 

Safety; and, (ix) Other Policing Initiatives. 

We are thankful to the esteemed jury members comprising, Mr. G. K. Pillai, Mr. N. 

Ramachandran, Ms. Manjari Jaruhar, Mr. Alok Bansal and Mr. Milan Narendra, for their 

generous commitment of time and support in selecting the winning entries, which are 

documented in this compendium. 

This intervention is to bring together, in a single publication, different SMART Policing 

initiatives and practices undertaken by various security and law enforcement agencies 

across India. This compendium documents only those entries that have received the 

`FICCI SMART Policing Awards', and list the entries that were received in the course of 

the selection process. The best practices documented here could be replicated by other 

institutions across the country.

I am confident that the compendium will be useful to policymakers, experts, practitioners 

and the public at large, and will help in raising awareness about SMART police initiatives.

Dr. A. Didar Singh

Secretary General, FICCI
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Executive Summary

M
odern cities are witnessing 

integration at various levels, and 

thus the need for a modernised, 

integrated and secured security system. The 

requirements of the modern police forces have 

been appropriately captured by the honourable 

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi in the 

expression "SMART Policing". He emphasised 

that a professionally efficient, technologically 

enabled, socially sensitive police upholds the 

rule of law and human rights in all situations 

and is also engaged optimally with the 

community.

India is the one of the fastest growing economies in the world. Along with the economy, 

there has been an exponential growth of population in cities and metros. In order to 

maintain this esteemed position we should thus focus on maintaining safety and security 

of our citizens, businesses and critical infrastructures. India will have 100 smart cities in 

the coming years. SMART policing is thus an essential requirement. This has become all 

the more important in the light of increase in organised crime in urban spaces and the 

growing nexus between terrorist organisations the world over. Given the advancement in 

technology, the future of internal security and policing infrastructure lies in better use of 

data and information for pre-emptive policing.

With this background, FICCI had instituted SMART Policing Awards for best practices in 

policing in India. The objective of the Awards is to showcase initiatives taken by the 

Police for the safety and security of citizens. This can change public perception and 

build positive and progressive image of the police forces.

Entries for FICCI SMART Policing Awards were invited from State Police Forces (SPFs) and 

Central Armed Police Forces (CAPFs) in the following categories,:

Anti-insurgency

Child Safety

Community Policing

Cyber Security

Elderly Safety

Human Trafficking

Road Safety and Traffic Management

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

"By 'SMART' policing, I mean

 for strict but sensitive,

 for modern and mobile,

 for alert and accountable,

 for reliable and responsive and

 for techno-savvy and trained."

S

M

A

R

T

-Shri Narendra Modi

Hon'ble Prime Minister of India
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Women Safety

Other Policing Initiatives

Over 90 entries were received from 19 SPFs and 3 CAPFs. The esteemed jury members 

comprising, Mr. G. K. Pillai, Former Union Home Secretary, Government of India, Mr. N. 

Ramachandran, President and CEO, Indian Police Foundation and Former DGP (A&M), 

Government of India, Ms. Manjari Jaruhar, Former Special DG, CISF, Government of India, 

Mr. Alok Bansal, Director, India Foundation and Mr. Milan Narendra, Director, EY, 

scrutinised each entry meticulously, according to the definition of SMART Policing.

�

�

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

1. Child Safety Jharkhand Child Friendly Jharkhand Police

Policing Campaign (JCFPC)

The Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of Jharkhand Police had initiated three 

discrete, but connected campaigns as a basket approach to Child Friendly Policing. The 

JCFPC is leveraging: Child Friendly Police Stations, End Violence Campaign (all forms of 

violence against children); and Operation MUSKAN, which is aimed at the rescue and 

rehabilitation of lost and trafficked children. The citizens of Jharkhand now perceive to go 

to CID, for all matters relating to crimes or abuse of children or any matters relating to the 

deviance of children. More than 1,832 were rescued under operation MUSKAN, 27 Police 

Stations rendered Child Friendly, 453 policemen trained to be child friendly, 929 trained in 

acts and rules protecting children from abuse (like POCSO Act) and 13 workshops were 

held involving all stakeholders. 

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

2. Community Policing Suraksha Setu - Safe City Surat Project Gujarat Police

This is one of the first Safe City projects of India and the project is designed for 

surveillance, crime prevention and detection, post-incident forensic examination, traffic 

management and enforcement, for providing disaster management support and pollution 

control measures (pollution sensors) in Surat. After the implementation of the project, 

Surat has become a better place to stay in terms of safety and security. It has also led to 

increased traffic awareness and decrease in crime rate. The city has witnessed about 27 

per cent reduction in crime rate with approximately 15 per cent coverage of total city area. 

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

3. Elderly Safety Senior Citizens' Security in Odisha Police 

Cuttack and Bhubaneswar

To address the growing concern of security of senior citizens and their constant demand to 

augment their safety and security, the Odisha Police undertook several measures in 

FICCI SMART Policing Awards

 The jury members have recommended the following initiatives for conferment of the 

FICCI SMART Policing Awards.
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Cuttack and Bhubaneswar. These measures helped to improve the safety and security 

environment of the elderly people living alone. The senior citizens living alone as a couple 

or single, have adequately been sensitised regarding safety and security measures, and no 

criminal incident has been reported by any of the registered senior citizen in the past 2 ½ 

years. 

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

4. Human Trafficking Manav Taskari ki Roktham Chhattisgarh

Police

A big awareness campaign and camps were initiated to lodge the information in police 

stations related to children who fell in the trafficking net. Due to these campaigns, the 

relatives of such children in the regions of Dharamjaygarh and Kapu, have provided police 

valuable information on the missing children and is helping the police to take necessary 

action. 

S. No. Category Initiatives Submitted by

5. Road Safety and a. Cashless and Non-contact Citizen Friendly Telangana 

Traffic Management  Traffic Enforcement, and State Police

b. Body worn Cameras - Accountabilities 

among front line police officers and 

commuters

Hyderabad Traffic Police has introduced cashless, non-contact traffic enforcement 

through which no police personnel is permitted to collect fine amounts for various traffic 

violations in cash. On noticing traffic violations, the traffic police enforcement officers 

issue a ticket to the violator and payment of the same has to be done by the offender 

through various payment gateways. In addition, to create confidence in the citizens and 

promote socially desirable behaviour among traffic enforcement officers as well as 

citizens, Hyderabad Traffic Police for the first time in India, introduced Body Worn 

Cameras (BWCs) for all their frontline traffic enforcement officers.

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

6. Road Safety and Nagaland Police SMS Based Vehicle  Nagaland Police

Traffic Management Monitoring System (NPSVMS)

In Nagaland, with the problems of insurgency, as well as cross border smuggling, vehicle 

checking continues to be one of the more widely used tactics for crime prevention. In 

addition, vehicular theft is becoming a matter of serious concern for the law enforcing 

agencies. Moreover, with the increasing number of cases of such thefts and losses, only 

indicates a rising trend where such stolen vehicles are often used for criminal activities. In 

order to address this issue, Nagaland Police has developed an IT system in the form of 

Nagaland Police SMS Based Vehicle Monitoring System (NPSVMS). With the development 

of this new IT system, the efficiency of the police in curbing criminal activities particularly 

vehicular thefts has improved.
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S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

7. Woman Safety Enhancing Women safety and security  Odisha Police

in Cuttack and Bhubaneswar

For safety and security of women, especially working women and girl students, the 

Commissionerate of Police, Bhubaneswar-Cuttack decided to make concerted, 

comprehensive, coordinated and resolute efforts to combat crime against women. The 

Commissionerate Police conceptualised and chalked out an initiative comprising several 

innovative measures, leveraging the available resources, communication technology and 

social media, in partnership with the NGOs and the private sector.

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

8. Other Policing Lost and Found (Web Application) Central Industrial

Initiative Security Force 

(CISF)

In 2015, CISF found that commuters left behind cash of various denominations, jewellery, 

laptops, cellphones and electronic items among others, worth a total of Rs. 32.15 crores in 

the security-hold area of the airports. The paramilitary force evaluated these items after 

seizure and bona-fide owners can claim the same back from the airport operator's desk 

after checking the list of recovered items, by using the lost and found web application on 

the CISF official website. This web application has been a runaway success with regular 

updates of such items from all airports, which are under the security cover of CISF. In the 

year 2015, articles worth approximately Rs. 11 crore were restored to their bon-fide 

owners and articles worth approximately Rs. 21.5 crore to the airport operators.

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

9. Other Policing RajCop citizen App. Rajasthan Police

 Initiative

Rajasthan police has recently relaunched the upgraded version of 'RajCop Citizen', a 

specially designed smartphone application which enables citizens to report crime 

instantly using their mobile phones. The app lets people reach police personnel for various 

crime reporting, tenant verification, servant verification, women helpline and stolen 

vehicle search, among others. Citizens can also use the app to seek police assistance.

The Jury members also recommended conferring 'Special Jury Awards' to the 

following initiatives

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

1. Community Policing Little Police Goa Police

Special Jury Awards

The Little Police project encourages high-school students to evolve as responsible and 

capable citizens of a democratic society by inculcating in them respect for the law, inner 

capability, self-discipline, civic sense, empathy for vulnerable sections of society and 

resistance to social evils. It will also improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the police 
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by reducing the costs of delivery of police services to society in future. Community 

policing, introduced through this project, helps to improve relationship between the Goa 

police and the school community.

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

2. Community Policing Student Police Cadet (SPC) Kerala Police

SPC project, with a unique motto, "We learn to serve" is a school-based programme, 

initiated by Kerala Police, in collaboration with several state government departments. 

SPC project, has shown tremendous results in reversing "fear, apathy and intolerance" by 

inspiring school children in Kerala to engage in active citizenship to bring change within 

their communities, inculcate constitutional and democratic values inscribed in the Indian 

Constitution and become law abiding citizens with a clear understanding of and respect 

for the rule of law. The Kerala Police experience of the last six years shows that this 

programme enables high school students to develop the skill of cognitive empathy for 

vulnerable sections of the society and build resistance to social evils.  A resolution passed 

in 41st 'All India Police Science Congress' held at Dehradun in 2011 recommended all states 

of India to adopt the SPC project. 

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

3. Community Policing Saanjh Punjab Police

Saanjh project is an institutionalised setup to introduce the concept of community 

policing in Punjab. The project was envisaged in the  year  2011 with  a  view  to  provide  

basic  police  services  through  a  single-window  system  for  the convenience of general 

public. The project aims to improve the image of police officials, by efficient delivery of 

police services and collaboration of the community in handling complaints, disputes and 

other issues concerning the society.

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

4. Other Policing Citizen COP (Mobile Application) Chhattisgarh 

Initiative Police

Citizen COP mobile application was launched on September 8, 2015 at Raipur, the capital 

of Chhattisgarh. The mobile application is successfully working in five district in the 

Raipur range. Over 14,000 users have already downloaded the application. By using 

various features of this application, common people have started easily accessing police 

services and getting status reports in response to their reports

S. No. Category Initiative Submitted by

5. Other Policing Border Interaction Team Sashastra Seema

Initiative  Bal (SSB)

To enhance the performance and professionalism of SSB on the Borders, while on duty and 

to build the image of SSB as a people friendly force, 'Border Interaction Team' has been 

constituted comprising  male and female personnel of SSB with the purpose of checking 
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and frisking at the designed check post/authorised routes and elsewhere in the AOR, 

wherever required on the international border. It is also aimed to maximise operational 

achievements through meaningful intelligence-based operations using specially trained 

plain clothes personnel all along the border.

S. No. Category Initiative

1. Community Policing Lost Report

The Lost Report application of Delhi Police, is dedicated completely for making life easier 

for the general public of Delhi by letting them lodge lost article complaints online instead 

of visiting the police station multiple times. The application removes the geographical and 

time barriers for accessing this service. Any user, who wants to lodge a complaint for 

his/her lost article can download the Delhi Police mobile application and lodge complaint 

after following some simple registration steps. After lodging the complaint, a digitally 

signed report is instantaneously sent to the complainant's registered email ID and phone 

number. This report is valid everywhere as a proof of lost article and can be used to apply 

for a duplicate document. 

The jury members evaluated all entries received from the Delhi Police and appreciated the 

tremendous efforts made by them. Considering the pioneering work that Delhi Police is 

doing, the Jury had recommended to confer 'Special Jury- SMART Innovative Policing 

Award' to Delhi Police for the following initiatives. 

S. No. Category Initiatives

2. Community Policing e-Saathi & e-Beat Book

With the launch of e-Saathi app as a pilot in South East district has led Delhi Police Beat 

policing and police station level local public police interface in the realm of digital 

technology. It has two facets, viz., one for policemen (e-Beat Book) and the other for public 

(citizen portal).E-Beat Book replaces traditional Beat Book. In its new avatar, the 

electronic log book collects and extracts data on a real-time basis. Further, its GPS-

enabled feature allows easy mapping of data. Citizen portal of e-Saathi connects citizens 

to their nearest police station by identifying the person's location. 

S. No. Category Initiative

3. Traffic Management Traffic Sentinel

Traffic Sentinel Scheme has been launched by the Delhi Police for empowering general 

public to participate in better management of traffic on Delhi Roads. In this scheme, any 

person can report traffic violation by capturing the photo/video of the defaulting vehicle 

and send it through the mobile app of the Delhi Police. All such persons reporting 

 'Special Jury- SMART Innovative Policing Award'
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violations will be rewarded suitably. Eleven types of traffic violations can be reported 

through the Traffic Sentinel Scheme.

S. No. Category Initiative

4. Traffic Management Delhi Traffic Police 

Mobile App.

The main objective of this mobile application is to provide instant information related to 

traffic situation to the road users of Delhi. The application aims to reach out to maximum 

number of road users in Delhi directly through the individual android smart phones and 

keep them aware of the latest traffic situation in Delhi through timely traffic alerts and 

traffic advisories, aimed to make commuting in Delhi faster and easier.

S. No. Category Initiative

5. Women Safety HIMMAT  APP

Delhi Police has launched a mobile-based android app "Himmat" - an initiative for the 

safety of women travelling alone in Delhi/NCR. The application ensures timely support 

from the Delhi Police to women in distress. 

S. No. Category Initiative

6. Other Policing Initiative CVR (Special Branch, 

Delhi Police)

The Special Branch of Delhi Police deals with verification of character and antecedents of 

candidates for employment in government, semi-government, public sector undertakings 

and other departments. Character verification of employees of private firms is also 

conducted on request of employers concerned. The concerned department / organisation 

may visit the Delhi Police website and click on the police verification portal. Thereafter, 

upload the details on the prescribed proforma of applicant whose character and 

antecedents is required to be verified by Delhi Police. The Departments can pay the 

verification charges/ prescribed fee on this portal online. 

S. No. Category Initiative

7. Other Policing Initiative Delhi Police …One Touch 

Away Mobile Application

This Application brings people of Delhi, one step closer to the Police department and hence 

named as Delhi Police One Touch Away. It caters to all the police related apps interface to 

the general public through a single touch. It is developed for mobile platforms to ease 

public use. It has been developed keeping in mind the needs of the internal Police 

department as well as the public. People might not always be aware of the government's 

already existing Apps and sites, therefore this App provides them with an  interface to put 

their grievances forward. Also police department can notify public regarding any plans, 

actions or law.
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S. No. Category Initiative

8. Other Policing Initiative 1064 (Vigilance Anti-

Corruption Helpline) 

The Jury Members also appreciated the tremendous effort made by the following police 

officers. Considering the excellent that they are doing, the Jury  decided  to confer 

'Special Jury - SMART Police Officer Award' to the following police officers.

in her capacity as Superintendent of Police of Medak 

District in Telangana State, had taken many initiatives in the area of community 

policing and other policing initiatives. She had implemented the project 'SVAR' 

for computerization of Central Complaint Cell (CCC), G2 Section and Dial 100. 

This had helped in effectively tracking the grievances and monitoring the status 

of the petitions of the people of Medak District.  In the district she is also known 

for setting up 'CHETNA Centres or Distress Intervention Centre (DICs)' for 

resolving the petitions of women for cases of dowry, domestic violence, etc. The 

DICs are located at 14 circle headquarters of the district and have successfully 

resolved 773 petitions, out of 906 received thus far. She had also initiated a 

programme known as 'MeluKolupu' to conduct awareness programmes in 

remote areas of Medak district to iron the misconceptions of superstition and 

sorcery. The 8 member team of this programme, created awareness among 

villagers, by using drums and singing folksongs. In addition, to connect with the 

villagers of the district, informative 'leaflets/ pamphlets', which were designed 

as a ready reckoner. These were helpful for the people to contact the nearest 

police station and protect themselves from exploitation.  

 in his capacity as Head Constable of Traffic Police -Raipur 

in Chhattisgarh, had taken initiatives in road safety and traffic management. He 

has organised traffic rules related training programmes in various schools and 

colleges of Raipur. He has also organised and conducted various awareness 

programmes during the Road Safety week from 2013 to 2016. In addition, he has 

conducted training programmes and seminars on traffic rules for trainee 

policemen at Police Training Academy, Chandkhuri & Police Training School, 

Mana and for the staff of Raipur Traffic Police Department. 

FICCI congratulates all the award winning institutions and individuals who actively 

participated in this process. We are confident that this compendium will inspire many 

other SPFs and CAPFs to replicate these best practices within their jurisdiction.

�

�

Mrs. B. Sumathi 

Mr. Tikelal Bhoi

Special Jury- SMART Police Officer Award

The Delhi Police took a giant stride towards containing corruption in its ranks by actively 

reaching out to the public in order to enlist their co-operation to easily report complaints of 

corruption and bribery with the launch of helpline numbers 1064 and 1800111064. On 

these helplines, members of public can report any act of corruption in the police. The 

Vigilance Branch of Delhi Police operates  these helplines on round-the-clock basis, and 

takes prompt action on all such complaints. 
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Jharkhand Child Friendly Policing Campaign (JCFPC)

Category of the Initiative : Child Safety

State : Jharkhand

Implemented Since : January 2015

The Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of Jharkhand Police had initiated three 

discrete but connected campaigns as a basket approach to Child Friendly Policing. The 

JCFPC is leveraging the following:

 The Child Friendly Police Station initiative was 

predicated on the undeniable fact that children (whether in conflict with law or in 

need of care and protection) find Police Stations ambience, traumatic and 

overwhelming in a negative sense. The idea therefore was to make a child welcome 

and at ease in the Police Stations. The idea also was that this effort must be made from 

within the police setup thus giving the clear message that the Jharkhand Police is 

sincere about its image as a child - friendly institution. From 2013 onwards and more 

intensively since January 2015, in close collaboration with the UNICEF multi-

prolonged initiatives have been launched. First, there has been continuous focus on 

capacity building of all stakeholders including police officers, men, social workers, 

NGOs etc. Second, a checklist was prepared and implemented according to which a 

police station had to be reoriented into a child friendly police station. Finally, a 

sustained drive was conducted to spread awareness about the functioning of child 

friendly police station. 

 The end 

violence campaign is aimed exclusively at generation awareness about the sinister 

scenario of violence against children. Using the rallying cry of 'AB AUR NAHI' a 

campaign was sustained by involving all the stakeholders across the board. Children 

are of course the biggest participants and stakeholders in this effort as thousands of 

children in schools, attached to NGOs and civil society bodies actively took part in 

realising about their own rights. Multi-modal media campaign, involving print and 

electronic media, web portal, short films and audio-visual renditions, animated 

movies, radio etc. were leveraged to garner the maximum outreach for optimal 

awareness. The campaign continues with the very active involvement of UNICEF and 

various civil society bodies as well as the backup support of departments like Social 

Welfare, Women and Child Development etc.

 It was initiated in the backdrop and context of the dual problems of lost 

children and trafficking wherein both the data in case of Jharkhand was alarming. 

While Jharkhand is known to be one of the major source states of trafficking of 

children, especially for domestic labour or forced child labour. Operation MUSKAN 

�

�

�

The child friendly police stations:

The end violence campaign (all forms of violence against children):

Operation MUSKAN aimed at the rescue and rehabilitation of lost and trafficked 

children:
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was launched to redress the concern of alarming statistics of human trafficking in 

Jharkhand, by situating police rescue of such children as the centrepiece of a 

concerted effort involving all departments involved or potentially concerned with 

children and their care. The CID stepped in strongly in this erstwhile vacuum area (at 

least in terms of concrete actions) and coordinated all stakeholder efforts and even 

established a resource centre to provide the platform for the interface and concerted 

efforts in the direction of rescue and rehabilitation of missing and trafficked children.  

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

To organization: The campaigns have provided a definite child friendly and sensitive 

face to Jharkhand Police.

To Citizen: The citizens of Jharkhand now perceive to go to CID, for all matters relating 

to crimes or abuse of children or any matters relating to the deviance of children.

Other Stakeholders: The other agencies and stakeholders including the other 

Government Departments and NGOs involved in child protection and care have come 

to perceive CID as the natural and logical nodal point to sustain and energise such a 

campaign.

More than 1832 rescued under operation MUSKAN, 27 Police Stations rendered Child 

Friendly, 453 policemen trained to be child friendly, 929 trained in acts and rules 

protecting children from abuse (like POCSO act) and 13 workshops were held 

involving all stakeholders. 

The campaign is predicated on the belief that good enforcement of child friendly laws 

starts with sensitiveness to the children themselves and therefore a special 

dispensation and attitude as well as skills in a Police Officer. In the last one year, the 

level of responsiveness to child protection and child rights matters amongst police 

officers in Jharkhand have improved perceptibly. 

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative changes

The JCFPC is primarily an awareness generation and a stakeholders' capacity building 

campaign. 

The campaign is by its nature highly adaptable and scalable. It leverages best practices in 

the following identified area of:

Better equipped police station in respect of both human and material resources.

Location, rescue and rehabilitation of missing/ trafficked children.

Ending violence against children.

CID launched its campaign to address the gap in both societal and governance pro-

activeness. It also scaled up its campaign by using existing infrastructure like 

Observation Homes/Shelter Homes/CWC/Legal Volunteers etc. It also used the data 
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centre infrastructure of the Jharkhand Police to start GIS based mapping, data 

management etc.

Given the fact that the Jharkhand Police is endowed with one of the best equipped data 

centres and quality manpower to handle new data sets and even analyse, the CID is 

already in the process of not only building a user friendly data resource centre but also 

software and portals that can integrate all aspects of Child Friendly Policing under a 

single umbrella. For example, Web Portal of Jharkhand Police and its link portal of CID 

routinely runs banner based campaigns on its website about the scourge of child 

trafficking, abuse of children etc. With increasing database build up and mapping the 

innovative use of technology will be more palpable.

Follow-up Initiatives

Encouraged by the ongoing success of this campaign the state government has recently 

notified setting up, composite women and child police stations in all districts of 

Jharkhand.



Community Policing
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Suraksha Setu – Safe City Surat Project

Category of the Initiative : Community Policing

State : Gujarat

Implemented Since : December 2012

This is one of the first Safe City projects of India and the project is designed for 

surveillance, crime prevention and detection, post-incident forensic examination, traffic 

management and enforcement, for providing disaster management support and pollution 

control measures (pollution sensors) in Surat. Key features of the project are as follows:

There are 604 IP cameras, 2 mega pixel resolution including 24 PTZ cameras 

(360 view) and 575 fixed cameras (day &night vision) installed in 85 strategic 

locations with local power backup. These cameras are connected to the Command & 

Control Centre through the dedicated 200 km long underground dark optical fibre 

network.

A state of the art, fully air-conditioned hall with 280ft 

height video wall with 9x2 LED projection cubes of 67inches each, and having 

1027x768 resolution. The video wall has the capacity to view 256 cameras at a time. It 

has 16workstations, Emergency War room, Video Management & Incident 

Management System, camera tampering and health sensors. The data centre is 

equipped with IBM Servers with a storage capacity of 2 Peta Byte (PB) for 30 days. The 

police wireless communication room and Dial 100 system has been integrated with 

the Command & Control Centre. 

 The Data Centre is equipped with rodent repellent, fire alarms, 

water leak sensors, FM 200 fire suppression system and access control system. The 

Command & Control Centre is constructed on the first floor, keeping floods into 

consideration with emergency exit and weather proof IP66 housing. It is also 

equipped with traceable camera tampering, redundant UPS, camera recoding export 

protection, redundant PAC, redundant UPS and anti-static floor. 

 The video wall has a Live Map along with 2D map imaging integrated 

in the system. The camera can be popped up by just a click of the map. The live feed 

would start immediately on the video wall just by clicking the camera icon. It would 

display the location detail of the camera simultaneously. The system enables 

installation of GPS in police control room (PCR) vans for vehicle tracking for 

coordinating police responses to Dial-100 calls. The system can also facilitate 

Integrated Traffic Management System (ITMS) for finding smart solutions to traffic 

problem in the city. The system can provide disaster management support in case of 

natural calamities like floods etc. The rescue and evacuation plan can be prepared 

using video feed. The software has the capabilities for post-incident forensic 

examination. 
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As a further enhancement to the system, Automatic Number Plate Recognition 

(ANPR) technology has been deployed. This system detects the number plate of the 

vehicles automatically and can even detect vehicles jumping a Red Light traffic signal. 

(RLVD-Red Light Violation Detection).

This is one more feature that has been implemented. Any vehicle 

over speeding on the roads gets detected in these Cameras and the Registration 

Number gets recorded in the system for further action. E-challan is issued for the 

speed violation. 

 For crime detection there are few cameras installed at 

strategic public places - railway station, central bus station, etc., to capture facial 

images of people. The facial images can be matched with the Criminal Database for 

crime investigation, as well as can create an additional database of suspects. Video 

can be analysed in a payback mode also whereby it detects the face in the video frame 

and can match it with the one in the database.

Frame by Frame playback of video, abandoned object identification, head counting, 

loitering identification, intrusion detection and pollution sensors are the other 

capabilities of the system. 

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

After the implementation of the project, Surat has become a better place to stay in 

terms of safety and security. It has also led to increased traffic awareness and 

decrease in crime rate. The city has witnessed about 27 per cent reduction in crime 

rate, with approximately 15 per cent coverage of total city area. 

The surveillance system has helped to improve the operational efficiency of the police 

administration by a quantum amount. Due to the poor police to people ratio initially, 

manual monitoring of various city parameters was humanly impossible. With a 

centrally monitored city, law enforcement has become easy and has streamlined 

processes.

Because of rapid urbanisation, Surat was also equally exposed to a rapidly increasing 

crime rate, which threatened to oppose development and creates unnecessary fear in 

the mind of citizens. The manner in which this project was implemented by keeping 

the city completely informed and involved, has created a sense of safety in everyone's 

mind, which is extremely crucial for a healthy city.

The CCTV camera network facilitates efficient surveillance of entry-exit points, public 

areas, vital installation and important traffic junctions.

More than 250 cases of hit and run, vehicle theft, robbery, of auto rickshaw commuters, 

murder case, etc., have been detected, based on video footages. They also serve as 

excellent piece of evidence in the court of law.

Enforcement Automation Centre has been established and e-challan along with 

photograph of the violating vehicle is being issued. E-challan system is a transparent, 

Speed Detection: 

Facial Recognition System:
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people friendly and non-intrusive traffic enforcement system, which takes away police 

intervention on the street for monitoring of case of road traffic violations. More than 

7.55 lakhe-challans have been issued upto December 2015 and Rs.4.35 crore of fines 

collected by the government. Surat has the highest e-challans realisation rate in India, 

i.e., about 65 per cent. 

The management of public processions, monitoring of VVIP movements and the 

management of traffic during peak hours has been made effective through cameras-

based surveillance system.

Dial-100 System (a toll free number to reach the police control room) and Woman 

Helpline-1091 (a toll free number for the women in distress to reach police control 

room) have been integrated with the Command and Control Centre.

The movement and responses of Police Control Room vans (PCR Vans) is being 

coordinated from the Command &Control Centre through streamlined wireless 

communication system. It has improved police response time, thereby winning the 

public confidence.

The presence of surveillance cameras in difficult locations and issuing of e-challans 

has improved public behaviour on street and has created deterrence to criminal 

activities.

The initiative has given a big boost to the community policing initiatives under the 

Suraksha Setu and has contributed significantly for improving the image of the police.

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

I-follow traffic education programme was used for mobilising public opinion in favour 

of CCTV-camerabased surveillance and traffic management system. The entire 

project was implemented in private-public-people partnership (4-P) model. There is 

no revenue model for the private investors to invest in the project and hence, the local 

corporates, business houses, civic organisations, housing co-operative societies, etc., 

came forward to finance the project. The people of the city can reap the benefit of 

enhanced safety, security and better traffic management and enforcement in return for 

their investment. 

The services of eminent citizens with technical background were availed for the 

finalisation of specifications and overseeing the implementation of the project. No 

consultant was hired, thereby saving the consultancy charges. 

It is a state of the art video surveillance and situation intelligence solution system, 

first-of-its-kind in India. The cameras and video analytical tools are of international 

standards. 

Enforcement Automation Centre with access to vehicle registration database of RTO 

issues e-challans with photographs of the traffic offenders. Surat City Police had 

entered into an MoU with Dena Bank for collection of traffic fines without service 
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charges and all the branches and ATMs of Dena Bank are notified as collection centres 

for the benefit of the citizens.

The project had adopted best of available technology in the market and designed for 

future expansion to cover the entire city. It can be integrated with comparable 

technology in other cities. 

The experiment can be replicated in other cities through mass campaign for 

mobilisation of stakeholder support. 

Transparency and stakeholder participation:

The contact was awarded through a transparent tendering process in which as 

many as 12-biders participated. The procedure prescribed by the World Bank was 

adopted for awarding works under the PPP model. The company offering best 

technology (T-1) available for the lowest price (L-1) was selected for awarding the 

contract.

This project is driven by the public and the city police,further provided leadership 

for the implementation of the project.

The people were kept informed about the progress made in the project through 

M/s Traffic Education Trust, Surat by holding periodic meetings. They were also 

appraised about the developments by facilitating site visits to get first-hand 

information about the quality of the work and materials used. 

Financial Implications

The project was implemented with public funding and no expenditure was incurred 

by the Government of Gujarat. The corporates, business houses and citizens of the city 

actively participated at various stages of the design and implementation of the 

project.

Follow-up Initiatives

This project is promoted and funded by the citizens of Surat City and the process of 

expansion is underway. The work for the expansion of the project as part of Phase-2 has 

commenced for installation of 1,525 more cameras at additional 250 locations. The project 

will have 5,104 cameras in 1,073 locations at the end of Phase-5, virtually bringing the 

entire city under CCTV surveillance. 
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Student Police Cadet (SPC)

Category of the Initiative : Community Policing

State : Kerala

Implemented Since : August 2010

Student Police Cadet (SPC) project, with a unique motto, "We learn to serve" is a school-

based programme, initiated by Kerala Police, in collaboration with several state 

government departments. The SPC project, has shown tremendous results in reversing 

"fear, apathy and intolerance" by inspiring school children in Kerala to engage in active 

citizenship to bring change within their communities, inculcate constitutional and 

democratic values inscribed in the Indian Constitution and become law abiding citizens 

with a clear understanding of and respect for the rule of law. The Kerala Police experience 

of the last six years show that this programme enables high school students to develop 

the skill of cognitive empathy for vulnerable sections of our society and build resistance to 

social evils. Some of the features of the programme are as follows:

The SPC project, through a structured and rigorous 2 year  school-based  training 

programme, facilities sustainable and efficient ways of encouraging the 

comprehensive development of children and inculcates the following values, skills 

and attributes in them:

Values: Constitutional values of equality, justice and freedom; national pride and 

ownership; integrity and truthfulness; compassion and kindness with a mind to 

serve the disadvantaged; strive for excellence in all areas; protecting the 

environment; and respect for the rule of law.

Skills: Self-confidence and belief; change and redefine one's role; self-motivator; 

valuing diversity; ability to work independently; calculated risk taking; and 

hardworking

Attributes: Rapid use of judgement; critical thinking; healthy physical and 

emotional habits; problem solving; strong skills to navigate in teams; 

perseverance; and abundant initiative. 

The SPC project helps to counter extremist ideologies, in thought and in action, and 

works for peace and security.

The project is a long-term sustainable and constructive solution to major internal 

security challenges recognised by the state police forces, such as radicalisation, 

rising crime rates and anti-social activities, such as terrorism among youth, dwindling 

respect for the law, weak sense of civic responsibility and environmental protection, 

increasing violence against women, substance abuse, and misuse of ICT and 

technology. 
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While complimentary to other programmes, such as National Cadets Corps (NCC), the 

SPC project goes beyond the focus of the physical strength and patriotism. 

Key Benefits to Public & Government

Approximately 40,000 students are benefitted from the SPC project in Kerala. It has 

expanded to 433 schools within a short span of five years. The SPC resource persons 

presently comprise more than 840 trained teachers and about 1,500 police officers. 

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

Project administration is carried out by committees at the state, district and school levels. 

 This is the highest policymaking body in the 

SPC hierarchy, with authority to approve selection of schools, formulate guidelines for 

project implementation, issue directions to SPC project officials, and ensure 

adherence to project guidelines by all stakeholders. The SLAC comprises the Director 

General of Police as Chairman, Education Secretary as Convenor, and Director of 

Public Instruction (DPI), Department Heads of Higher Secondary, Vocational Higher 

Secondary, Forest, Excise, Transport, and Local Self-Government as members. Other 

departments and agencies are included in the SLAC project include Youth Affairs, 

Sports Council, NRHM, and others as per the discretion and decision of the 

government, or as felt necessary by SLAC. The SLAC has the responsibility of 

monitoring and assessing state-wide project implementation, which is done through 

the State Nodal Officer, a designated police official with state-wide authority. The 

SLAC is required to develop and submit an annual project implementation report to 

the state government, each year. The SLAC meets every two months to monitor 

progress and status of state-wide SPC project implementation. The Secretary of State 

Advisory Committee is a police officer of the rank of IGP (HQ). 

 The District-level Advisory Committee was 

formed in each police district and it has the District Collector as Patron, District Police 

Chief as Chairman, and District Panchayath Standing Committee Chairman 

(Education), District heads of Education, Forest, Excise, Transport, Local Self-

Government and other departments as members. This committee supports, monitors 

and evaluates project implementation in SPC schools in the respective districts. 

Convenor of the Committee is the District Head of Education, its Secretary is the 

District Nodal Officer (DNO). The Committee meets every two months.

Comprising School Principal as Chairman, 

Inspector with jurisdiction as Convenor, President of Parent-Teacher Association, local 

representatives from Education, Forest, Excise, Transport departments, sitting 

member of Local Self-government body, Staff Secretary and Sub-Inspector as 

Committee Secretary were formed in each SPC school. This committee was 

responsible for overseeing and support project implementation in the school, with 

meetings every month.

The SPC project implementation machinery comprises the following designated officials 

at the state, district and school levels:

State-level Advisory Committee (SLAC):

District-Level Advisory Committee:

School-level Advisory Committee: 
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In order to assist the SLACin the implementation of the 

SPC project, a senior police officer was designated as the State Nodal Officer (SNO) 

SPC project. The SNO has overall executive responsibility for the project 

implementation, with jurisdiction in the entire state. The SNO liaises with the District-

level officials (DLOs), coordinate with officials from other departments and report to 

the SLAC on a regular basis.

 Inevery District, a police officer of rank not less than the 

rank of Deputy Superintendent of Police (DSP)is appointed by the DPC as District 

Nodal Officer (DNO) for the SPC project. The DNO has the overall responsibility of 

project implementation in the concerned district, and coordinate with SPC officials to 

carry out various training activities. The DNO reports to the SNO on the performance of 

SPC project on a regular basis.

 Wherever there are SPC schools, the local 

Circle Inspector with jurisdiction is designated as the Police-Student Liaison Officer 

(PSLO) for the  SPC project. The PSLO has field-level responsibility of project 

implementation in the school(s) that are within his jurisdiction. The PSLO reports to 

DNO on project implementation on a regular basis.

 Selected police personnel of the rank of ASI/HC/PC are 

designated as Drill Instructors with responsibility to impart physical training to the 

SPCs in the school premises on a regular basis. They are responsible for ensuring that 

the cadets attain a desirable level of physical fitness and stamina, and are capable of 

participating in formation marching and parade drills during national festivals, such 

as Republic Day and Independence Day. The success of the SPC training programme 

in a school depends upon the effective execution of duties and responsibilities by the 

Drill Instructors.

The Community Police Officer (CPO) is a key post in 

the SPC project. Two experienced, willing and socially committed teachers are 

designated as Community Police Officers in each school. However, since the CPOs are 

also expected to participate in the physical training routines, it is advisable that such 

CPOs are young teachers, generally less than 45 years of age. Each CPO, undergo 

proper training by police personnel, bear the rank of honorary SI of Police after such 

training, and be responsible for the satisfactory progress of SPCs in the training 

programme. The responsibility of the CPOs in the SPC project should be taken into 

consideration while allotting other duties to them in the school.

Financial implications

Funds for the SPC project are sourced from the plan funds of government departments 

such as Home, Education, Forest, Excise, Motor Vehicle and Local Self-Government. 

Also, funds may be sourced from the Road Safety Fund, Rashtreeya Madhyama 

Shiksha Abhayan, community policing/modernisation fund, etc.

Follow-up Initiatives

The project will soon cover all the schools of Kerala in a phase wise manner.

Resolution passed in the 41st All India Police Science Congress held at Dehradun 2011 

recommended all states of India to adopt the SPC project. 

State Nodal Officer (SNO): 

District-level Officer (DNO):

Police-Student Liaison Officer (PSLC):

Drill Instructor (DI):

Community Police Officer (CPO): 
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Little Police

Category of the Initiative : Community Policing

State : Goa

Implemented Since : August 2015

The 'Little Police' project encourages high school students to evolve as responsible and 

capable citizens of a democratic society by inculcating in them respect for the law, inner 

capability, self-discipline, civic sense, empathy for vulnerable sections of the society and 

resistance to social evils. It will also improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the police 

by reducing the costs of delivery of police services to society in future. Community 

policing, introduced through this project, helps to improve relationship between the 

police and the school community. Brief objectives and salient features of the project are:

To make students aware about the functioning of the police forces,

To bridge the gap between the police and the public by strengthening community 

policing,

Educate young citizens about various security measures for society, 

Spread awareness against social evils like drugs, dowry, domestic violence, child 

labour, etc.,

Understand traffic rules and other laws for better enforcement, 

Visit senior citizens to take care of their welfare and instil confidence in them, 

Help students in shaping their future and make them responsible citizens,

Visit various police stations, traffic parks, police control rooms, etc.

Enhance image of the police in the mind of students and younger generation,

Encourage students to become 'eyes and ears' of the society, 

Sensitize about 'Swatch Bharat'.

The Goa Police also uses Facebook, WhatsApp group for the Little Police project and 

website for to connect with various stakeholders, i.e., all citizens of Goa state, volunteers, 

sponsors, committee of respectable citizens, brand ambassadors-international football 

player, media partners etc. 

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

This project is a solution to several major internal security challenges recognised by 

police organisations. These include rising crime rate amonthe youth, like joining anti-
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social activities including terrorism, dwindling respect for the law, weak sense of civic 

responsibility and environmental protection, increasing violence against women, 

substance abuse, and misuse of technology. Constructively engaged youth, are less 

likely to engage inanti-social and terrorist groups. It was felt that if these issues were 

not identified, recognised and treated in a timely manner, they could not only lead to 

severe internal security problems, but will also raise the costs and challenges of good 

policing, with significant consequences for the future of the country. 

More than 1,500 students have been enrolled in 'Little Police' and participated in the 

following activities:

Self-defence classes for female students in the schools/colleges without 

disturbing their educational classes,

Participation in social awareness programmes through 'Pantomime Shows, Natak 

and debate on Image of Police Force' and role of Police in changing society,

Lectures/discussions regarding general awareness of law,

Imparting training regarding traffic rules and signals,

Distribution of literature regarding security measures and gadgets,

Visit to various schools by the police officers to interact with students,

Visit of students to the police stations, traffic headquarters, police control room, 

etc. 

Sharing of real time case history with students of cases connected with students.

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

In each Sub-Division, the Sub-Divisional Police Officer (SDPO) is the Nodal Officer for 

the project. Identity (ID) card are issued for students by the SDPO with proper receipts. 

The SDPOs writes a letter every year in the beginning of session to all the school 

principals in in their jurisdiction requesting them to encourage student to be a part of 

the "Little Police" project.

The Police Inspectors (PIs) pursue the issue with the concerned Principal and if 

required meet the Principal and students to explain the importance of the Little Police 

project. The PIs collect the names of the volunteers who want to become part of 

project, and the names are sent to the SDPOs. 

Each Sub-Division constitutes a squad/contingent/group. The Superintendent of 

Police(HQ) prepares a design of T-shirt for students having the logo of the Goa Police 

and SDPOs also arrange these T-shirts as per their own requirement in the Sub-

Division. SP (HQ) also prepares ID cards for students and are distributed to SDPO as 

per requirement. 
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On 2nd Saturday of every month, the PIs keep free time between 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. for the 

students of his area who want to visit the Police Station voluntarily. The time can be 

changed by PIs as per the convenience of students. The PIs interact with the students 

and discuss various important laws connected with the students, traffic rules, cyber 

crime, safety and security of girls, and advices students to be careful about strangers, 

etc. 

A separate bank account has been opened for the project and all expenditures are met 

from this account. 

SP Crime is the nodal officer. A letter was sent to Education Secretary and Director 

Education to direct principals of schools to encourage students to take part in Little 

Police project.  

Five  SPs of both the districts personally supervise, monitor and will take keen interest 

in this innovative scheme. They also hold meetings with students at least twice a year.

Financial Implications

This initiative does not require any government funding. With little efforts, they get 

corporate sponsorships to run this scheme.  

Follow-up Initiatives

In Phase-II, students from colleges will also be made its member and they will be 

called 'Young Cop'.
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SAANJH

Category of the Initiative : Community Policing

State : Punjab

Implemented Since : October 2011

The Saanjh project is an institutionalised set-up to introduce the concept of community 

policing in Punjab. The project was envisaged in the  year  2011 with  a  view  to  provide  

basic  police  services  through  a  single  window  system  for  the convenience of the 

general public. The project aims to improve the image of the police by efficient delivery of 

police services and collaboration of the community in handling complaints, disputes and 

other issues concerning the society. Some of the features of the project are as follows:

At present, 27 district-level, 114 sub-divisional level and 363 police-station level units 

are functioning all over Punjab.

Each 'Saanjh Kendra' is a registered society comprising police officials and citizens as 

members.

All Saanjh Kendras are connected via State vide IT platform with centralised services.

The Saanjh Kendras have dedicated counters for NRIs &foreigners, verification, 

grievance redressal and crime information.

The front end of these Kendras are manned by specially selected and trained police 

officials.

There is involvement of members of community at every level, i.e., decision making to 

implementation.

The Kendras are self-sustaining and facilitation charges are levied as per Government 

of Punjab notifications. The Kendras follow transparent financial management with 

annual audit under the Societies Act. 

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

These 'Saanjh Kendras' are providing 41 police related services in the jurisdiction of 

their police Commisionerates and 27 police related services within the jurisdiction of 

other district as per the provisions of the Punjab Right to Service Act, 2011 and all 

these services have to be provided within a time frame  defined in the Act. A state-

wide IT platform with centralised server at Ludhiana linked to very 'Saanjh Kendra' 

enabled centralised data uploading and access, which helps in providing citizens 

with services such as copies of FIRs, untraced reports of cases, no objection 

certificates, etc., at the click of a button in a time bound manner. The citizen from any 
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part of the state can approach the nearest 'Saanjh Kendra' for obtaining 

information/services from any police station in the state.

The initiative has enhanced credibility of police, as all issues including delivery of 

services are handled in a transparent and accountable manner due to involvement of 

members of the community at every level and hosting of services on IT platform. 

Over 55 lakh people had availed the services of the 'Saanjh Kendra' and 95 per cent of 

the services were delivered to them in a time-bound manner under the Punjab's Right 

To Service Act, 2011

More than 49,800 disputes in the category of matrimonial, petty and economic were 

settled efficiently. 

Over 7 lakh complaints were registered freely and easily.

The initiative has led to creation of strong database which can be used for various 

police purposes. 

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

The Government of Punjab notified its approval vide Memo no. 16/163/2002-4H(5)/415 

dated 28 January 2003 for setting up Community Policing Resource Centres (CRPC), 

which are now re-designated as District 'Saanjh Kendras'. It was further backed by the 

provisions of the Punjab Police Act, 2007, which makes it obligatory on the part of the 

state police to promote community policing projects and in this regard Section 14 of 

Punjab Police Act, 2007 stipulates that "The Senior Superintendent of Police of a 

district shall get registered and establish community Police Resources Centre in the 

district, which may include among other things, streamlining police service delivery 

mechanism and initiatives, aimed at the dissemination of information, redressal of 

public grievances, checking domestic violence, assistance to elders, traffic 

education/management, child protection, victim relief and checking drug menace". 

The 'Saanjh' project is an institutionalised set up of management of 27 CPRC (District 

'Saanjh Kendra'),114 Community Policing Suvidha Centres (Sub-division 'Saanjh 

Kendra') and 363 police station outreach centres (Police-Station 'Saanjh Kendra') in the 

state. 

A Community Affairs Division at the state level has been created and an ADGP rank 

officer has been posted as in-charge of this division at the Police Headquarters along 

with the IGP, who supervises, monitors, evaluate and look after the administrative 

and office work, concerning the functioning of the 'Saanjh Kendras' across the state. 

District Community Police Officers (SPs/DSPs) are the supervisory officers at the 

district level. 

Community liaison groups have been formed and attached with each 'Saanjh 

committee' for further widening participatory approach for handling multifarious 

issues of policing. A total of 39,891 people belonging to different strata of society are 

members of these 'Saanjh Committees' and community liaison groups.
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All 'Saanjh Kendras' are registered as autonomous registered societies under the 

Societies Registration Act, 1860.

Financial Implications

This project was allocated Rs. 30 crores in 2010-11 and another Rs. 15.5 crores in the 

financial year 2013-14. The average cost for setting up a 'Saanjh Kendra' in 2013-14 

was Rs. 10 lakhs at the police-station level and Rs. 15 lakhs at the sub-divisional level. 

All recurring costs including running of 'Saanjh Kendras' is being met by levying 

facilitation charges as per the government notification. Now these 'Saanjh Kendras' 

are running as self-sustaining entries in the state of Punjab.
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LOST REPORT

Category of the Initiative : Community Policing

State/UT : Delhi

Implemented Since : February 2014

The Lost Report application of the Delhi Police, is dedicated completely for making life 

easier for the general public of Delhi by letting them lodge lost article complaints online 

instead of visiting the police station multiple times. The application removes the 

geographical and time barriers for accessing this service. Any user, who wants to lodge a 

complaint for his/her lost article can download the Delhi Police mobile application online 

free of cost from the mobile stores or through the Delhi Police website and lodge his/her 

complaint after following some simple registration steps . Within a few seconds of lodging 

the complaint, a digitally signed report is instantaneously sent to the complainant's 

registered email ID and phone number. This report is valid everywhere as a proof of lost 

article and can be used to apply for a duplicate document. 

The beneficiary of the project is the general public, both residents of Delhi as well as 

visitors, who can use the Lost Report Application from anywhere in the world for anything 

lost in Delhi. On an average, per year transactions for both the modes (web and mobile) are 

7 lakhs per year. For web-based version, the average is 6.6 lakhs per year and for mobile 

version it is 0.31 lakh per year.

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

It has saved time of the people of Delhi, as under this initiative, they are not required to 

visit police stations and lodge a complaint for his/her lost article.

Key benefits to the government is that police officials now concentrate efficiently on 

the investigation and tracking part.

Follow-up Initiatives

The Delhi Police has implemented FOUND Application for the articles to link with 

Lost/Missing articles database.
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e-Saathi and e-Beat Book

Category of the Initiative : Community Policing

: Delhi

Implemented Since : February 2015 / May 2015

State/UT

With the launch of e-Saathi app as a pilot in the South East district has led Delhi Police Beat 

policing and police-station level local public police interface in the realm of digital 

technology. It has two facets, viz., one for policemen (e-Beat Book) and the other for public 

(citizen portal). E-Beat Book replaces traditional Beat Book. In its new avatar, the 

electronic log book collects and extracts data on a real-time basis. Further, its GPS-

enabled feature allows easy mapping of data. Citizen portal of e-Saathi connects citizens 

to their nearest Police Station by identifying the person's location. 

Some of the features of e-Saathi mobile app are as follows:

The user can call the respective Beat Officer in one click. 

Geo-fencing of the boundaries of 17 Police Stations and 99 Police Divisions / Beats 

have been done in South East District and incorporated as an integral part of the 

mobile application. 

This application provide a platform to share common nuisances such as drinking in 

parks, eve teasing, gambling etc., without going to the Police Station physically and 

also without revealing their identity. The local residents upload photographs of such 

nuisances and local Beat Officer attend such calls and ensure their redressal promptly. 

This application facilitates the local citizens to upload information about their 

servants, tenants, drivers and tutor, without visiting the local police station. 

On the request of a senior citizen, the best officer visits their homes. In addition, the 

application provides information to senior citizens such as senior citizen homes and 

associations, doctors, pharmacists etc.

The application share information about wanted criminals, recent modus operandi to 

commit crime on this application to make the citizenry aware.

This application also provide details of senior police officers and other important 

phone numbers.

Some of the features of e-Beat Book mobile app are as follows:

A beat officer can capture data pertaining to leading citizens of his beat including 

Senior Citizens, vulnerable sections, protected persons, elected representatives, 

National Awardees, etc. The application allows the beat officer to update their 
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addresses and contact numbers if required. In addition, it is possible for a beat officer 

to search any data stored on real time basis for various projects.

It is possible to maintain contact details of in-charge and guards of some important 

places in the locality.  

Within no time, a beat officer can access data pertaining to stolen vehicles or 

antecedents of person of criminal background during vehicle checking or picket duty 

in the field.

e-Beat Book has been linked with CCTNS.

The Beat staff is able to store and use information pertaining to members of Eyes and 

Ear scheme, Neighbourhood Watch Area, Self Defence Trainers, participating under 

Yuva Programme and other community based schemes on this platform. 

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

Rather than approaching the police stations the residents now prefer to approach the 

local booths situated in area of redressal of their grievances.

The PCR calls have reduced considerably thereby saving time and the manpower.

Incidents of street crime have been checked in view of the round the clock presence of 

staff on the booths.

The response time has reduced since the emergency officer need not travel all the way 

from police station to the remotely placed spot to attend the call.

The work load has reduced as the staff which was earlier in habit of shirking 

responsibility in absence of specific task has now been made accountable.

There is positive feedback from the residents and interaction staff and residents has 

improved.

In addition, over 1.93 lakhs records such as important places, VIPs, in the area, street 

vendor etc, have been digitized.

239 people shared their problem and out of 224 cases were successfully handled by the 

beat officer. 

668 cases of tenant verification out of 716 cases have been successfully closed.

121 cases of servant verification out of 133 cases have been successfully closed.

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

The existing divisions in the police stations have been re-distributed.

Each Police Station has been divided into 5-6 divisions as per the feasibility.
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Each division is being headed by a Sub-Inspector assisted by one SI/ASI, 2 to 3 HCs 

and 6 to 8 constables.

The Division/Beat staff has been made responsible for the emergency calls/ 

complaints of their respective areas.

Existing booths in the area have been cleaned and revived to ensure the availability of 

staff round the clock.

Financial Implications

One time cost expenditure, i.e., CAPEX of this initiative was Rs. 2.9 crores and total 

recurring expenditure, i.e, OPEX for three years was Rs. 5.39 crores. 

CAPEX was made for the procurement of the software licences for e-Beat Book & e-Saathi 

and procurement of 3,000 smartphones for the police personnel. 

OPEX were made for training, project management, software AMC, cloud server and SIM 

data charges. 

Follow-up Initiatives

Delhi Police will ensure reaching out to residents of Delhi and covering 25 per cent of the 

total population of Delhi through this APP by the end of the year 2016.
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Senior Citizens' Security in Cuttack and Bhubaneswar

Category of the Initiative : Elderly Safety

State : Odisha

Implemented Since : January 2014 – December 2015

To address the growing concern of security of senior citizens and their constant demand to 

augment their safety and security, the Odisha Police undertook the following measures in 

Cuttack and Bhubaneswar. These measures helped to improve the safety and security 

environment of the elderly people living alone. 

Extension of Senior Citizens Security Cells (SCSCs) in all the Police Stations of 

Bhubaneswar and Cuttack: SCSCs which originally existed in only 10 Police Stations, 

which were extended to all the 36 Police Stations of both the cities. 

A Drive was undertaken to increase the registration of Senior Citizens with SCSCs.

The objectives of SCSCs have been codified which are as follows:

To ensure safety and security of senior citizens of with the help of Local Police

To sensitize senior citizens about different aspects of safety and security

To assist senior citizens in their personal problems as far as practicable

To ensure regular interaction through home visits

To co-ordinate police verification of domestic help(s)/tenants by Local Police 

Stations etc.

All registered senior citizens are provided Identity Cards with important information 

like Blood Group, contact name, phone number, date of birth, address and photograph 

of the senior citizen etc.

SCSC central cell is headed by Addl. Commissioner of Police rank officer that monitors 

the functioning of Police Station level SCSCs, Each SCSCs at Police Stations is led by 

an officer of the rank of Sub-Inspector/Assistant Sub-Inspector of Police. They are 

designated as 'Nodal Officer', who is assisted by atleast one Constable. The Nodal 

Officer is mandated to visit each registered senior Citizen in his area atleast once a 

month. While the beat constable visits every week. Motorcycles have been issued to 

all Nodal Officers for their regular visits to the homes of Senior Citizens. The mobile 

numbers of registered senior citizens are available with the Nodal Officers at the 

respective Police Stations and vice-versa. 
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All the essential information regarding senior citizen's security has been uploaded on 

Commissionerate website (bhubaneswarcuttackpolice.gov.in) and on their mobile 

application 'Bhubaneswar - Cuttack Police.

During the regular visits, the Nodal Officer enquires about the physical security 

aspects of house, their general well-being and problems. Elders are sensitized about 

different aspects of their safety and area also assisted with police verification of 

domestic helps/drivers/watchmen etc.

Regular interactions of Senior Citizens are organised with the Police Commissioners.

Each registered Senior Citizen has been provided with a copy of Do's and Don'ts 

booklet with instructions for their benefit.

Senior Citizen Driving Sticker provided to the registered citizens.

Free health camps are organised for elderly citizens on regular basis

With the help of regional Red-Cross Society, the registered citizens are regularly 

provided with first aid box.

Police Station level officers have been especially sensitized to be courteous, 

compassionate and empathetic towards weaker sections of the society including 

senior citizens.

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

After the implementation of the aforesaid measures, the number of registered senior 

citizens with SCSCs, increased from 470 (August 2013) to 4436 (December 2015).

These measures helped in achieving the objectives laid down by the Government of  

Odisha in the Odisha Maintenance& Welfare of Senior Citizens Rules framed in 2009 

and the relevant Act of 2007. 

The senior citizens living alone as a couple or single have adequately been sensitised 

regarding safety and security measures and no criminal incident has been reported by 

any of the registered senior citizen in the past 2 ½ years. 

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

The Odisha Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens Rules were framed in 

2009 in exercise of the powers conferred by Section 32 of - the Maintenance and Welfare of 

Senior Citizens Act, 2007 and are being implemented. Rule 20 pertains to Action Plan for 

the protection of life and property of senior citizens. In this context, Odisha Police set-up 

SCSCs. 

A number of administrative instructions, reporting formats and procedures have been 

developed and implemented in this Initiative. Some of them are as follows:

The Nodal Officers' duties and responsibilities,
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Do's and Don'ts for senior citizens,

Registration procedure for senior citizens,

Domestic helps' verification form,

Tenant particulars format,

Contents and design of Identity Cards,

Monthly reporting system by the nodal officers.

Follow-up Initiatives

To cater to the demand of senior citizens for more frequent visits to their home by the nodal 

officers, a proposal has been submitted to the Government of Odisha. The Odisha Police 

has requested to appoint one Special Police Officer each at all the 36 Police Stations of both 

the cities, to act as a Nodal Officer of SCSC, and exclusively perform this duty and give 

fulltime attention to the safety and security of senior citizens. These officers will also 

investigate cases, ensure frequent home visits, interact with senior citizens and assist 

them in problem solving. This will improve the quality of services provided by the Police to 

Senior Citizens.
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Manav Taskari Ki Roktham

Category of the Initiative : Human Trafficking

State : Chhattisgarh

Implemented Since : August 2015

Overview of the Initiative

Raigarh district is a tribal dominated district. There has been a number of serious 

complaints of human trafficking in the area of Dharamjaigarh police station, Kapu at 

Dharamjaigarh tehsil. This area is highly sensitive in term of human trafficking. To prevent 

human trafficking, efforts are being made at both the fronts, awareness raising and strong 

and effective legal enforcement. 

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

During Mobile Police Station campaign, people were sensitized for reporting human 

trafficking incidents and victim children to the local police station about whom no 

information has been given to the police. As a result, 3 incidents of human trafficking were 

registered by relatives of victims in the area of police station, Kapu and Dharamjaigarh, 

and victims were recovered in all three cases. 

Table: Information on Human Trafficking Victims

Sl. 

No. registered cases victims  released/recovered of available 

victims victims 

1 2015 7 7 7 -

2 2014 8 11 9 2

3 2013 12 34 32 2

Total 27 52 48 04

Year  Total number of Total number of Total number of Total number

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

Mobile police station has been installed in 59 villages of the focus area to report human 

trafficking. Vrahad Gram Sabha/ mobile station was set-up at the village Chalhaon 

September 6, 2015 and an awareness raising camp was set-up on January 1, 2016 at the 

village Kapu. Sub-Inspector Mr. Girish Tiwari has been appointed as the nodal officer at 

Dharamjaygarh police station to look into the cases related to human trafficking which 

have been pending in the court, and for ensuring the availability of appropriate evidences 

in such cases. Witnesses and evidences have been presented to the honorable court for 

appropriate consideration on the incidents of human trafficking. As a result, honorable 

court penalized 6 accused in 2 such incidents with imprisonment and fine. Regular 

monitoring is being done in rest of the cases. 
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Follow-up Initiatives

Efforts are being made to control and eradicate human trafficking by way of conducting 

awareness campaigns with help of local villagers, panchayat level representatives, on-

ground administrative workers in the village, NGOs and media. Information on former 

convicts, placement agencies and agents has been listed and their movement in the area 

is being tracked regularly. A process of monitoring usual human traffickers is also taking 

shape. 

Any Other Details

Effective measures are being taken against human trafficking in Raigarh district. 

Information on the actions taken in this regard is enclosed separately. 
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Cashless and Non-Contact Citizen Friendly Traffic Enforcement

Category of the Initiative : Road Safety and Traffic 

Management

State : Telangana

Implemented Since : December 2014

Hyderabad Traffic Police has introduced cashless, non-contact traffic enforcement 

through which no police personnel is permitted to collect fine amounts for various traffic 

violations in cash. On noticing traffic violations, the traffic police enforcement officers 

issue a ticket to the violator and payment of the same has to be done by the offender 

through any of the payment gateways like eSeva, Meeseva, Net Banking, Credit and Debit 

card swiping, post offices, bill desk gateways etc. Key objectives of this initiative are:

Make traffic regulation the primary focus of on-ground personnel.

Minimize hassles to citizens through demands for cash and gratification.

Generate challans backed by photographic/CCTV evidence, to ensure 100 per cent 

compliance.

Citizen friendly traffic regulation and enforcement

Evidence based system. 

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

Traffic personnel on duty are now focusing more on regulation of traffic during peak 

hours.

Under no circumstances a traffic cop can collect fines on the spot

Multiple, hassle free and convenient modes of payment for the fines.

Increased compliance with payment of challans (increase of more than 200%)

Improved the image of traffic police.

Better services to citizens, accountability and transparency.

In 2014, traffic fines of Rs 33.01 crores were collected in cash. Whereas, in 2015, traffic 

fines of Rs 45.06 crores were collected through various payment gateways. 
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Year Mode of Payment Cases Amount Collected

2014 Fine amount collected in cash 19,70,399 33,01,54,320

2015 Total cashless 22,12,237 45,06,30,190
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Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

The earlier system involved a mix of on the spot challans and collection of payment 

and E-challans issued remotely. 

Under the new system, no officer is authorised to collect payment of fines in cash.

All such payments are now to be done through the various payment options such as 

Meeseva, online banking, credit and debit cards , post offices , bill desk gateway.

Metropolitan session judge, Hyderabad has issued a circular for filing the charge 

sheets in the MV Act cases and also for drunken drive violations. In addition, a circular 

has been issued about the SOP to be followed for cases and violations.

Liaison with the banks and other institutions for better payment gateways.

Android tablets were issued to the enforcement officers for enforcement of traffic 

violations and separate application was also provided for enforcement of rules against 

drunken driving cases.
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Category of the Initiative : Road Safety and 

State : Telangana

Implemented Since : August 2015

Traffic Management

The incidents of assaults, misbehaviour, rude behaviour, arguments during traffic 

regulation and enforcement by traffic officers are well known. To create confidence in the 

citizens and promote socially desirable behaviour among traffic enforcement officers, 

Hyderabad Traffic Police for the first time in India, introduced Body Worn Cameras (BWCs) 

for all their frontline traffic enforcement officers. Some of the features of the initiative are as 

follows:

Instructions have been given to all the traffic enforcement officers to use the BWCs 

during enforcement. 

The officers can upload the recorded data through their PS system to the server. 

Traffic Command Centre keep a watch on the officers who do not use the BWC.

Regularly monitor the videos and analyse the behaviour pattern of the officers.

Regular briefing is given to all the enforcement officers for implementation of peoples 

friendly police.

Technology Used

The facility has been created to periodically collect the feed from the BWCs to the Traffic 

Control & Command Centre, and the technology ensures the encryption of the data as well 

as it does not allow erasing/ editing of the data. 

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

There is significant improvement in socially desirable behaviour on part of traffic 

enforcement officers as well as citizens at large.

Based on the feeds provided by BWCs, cases has been registered on the general public 

for their misbehaviour with police officers.   

Financial Implications

The Hyderabad Traffic Police procured BWCs, under the police modernisation budget 

sanctioned by the Telangana State Government. 
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Front Line Officers and Commuters
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Nagaland Police SMS Based Vehicle Monitoring System (NPSVMS)

Category of the Initiative : Road Safety and 

Traffic Management

State : Nagaland

Implemented Since : April 2015

In Nagaland, with the problems of insurgency as well as cross border smuggling, vehicle 

checking continues to be one of the more widely used tactics for crime prevention. In 

addition, Vehicular theft is becoming a matter of serious concern for Nagaland's law 

enforcing agencies. Moreover, with the increasing number of the cases of such thefts and 

losses, only indicates a rising trend where such stolen vehicles are often used for criminal 

activities. In order to address this issue, Nagaland Police has developed an IT system in 

the form of Nagaland Police SMS Based Vehicle Monitoring System (NPSVMS), with the 

following objectives:

Maintain a common repository of vehicle information.

Provide an SMS gateway to disseminate this information to field personnel quickly.

Broadcast emergency messages to check posts and duty patrols.

Provide SMS helpline to the public for quick reporting of vehicular thefts.

The NPSVMS provides a facility for the public to quickly report the loss of vehicle by SMS to 

a public hotline number 8415900400. Via this service, a registered person can simply SMS 

the keyword LOST to 8415900400 and the details of his/her vehicle would be instantly 

broadcasted to all check posts in the State.

With the development of this new IT system, the efficiency of the Police in curbing criminal 

activities particularly vehicular thefts, has improved.

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

Within just 3 months of functioning, the NPSVMS has become an indispensable tool for the 

Nagaland Police personnel on the field. A total of 470 users from across all the 11 districts 

of the state have been registered and trained and more than 5000 queries have been made. 

Through this initiative, more than 20 stolen vehicles have been caught and detained. 

Benefits to the Police

Instant access to vehicular information that previously used to take weeks.

24x7 Access from anywhere via SMS

One Query is sufficient for accessing multiple sources

Instant Alerts of stolen vehicles broadcast throughout the state including check-gate

Benefits to the Public

Instant SMS Hotline for alerting the police in case of car theft; alert broadcasted 

immediately throughout the state
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Option to verify details of pre-owned cars before purchase

Reduced the number of vehicle thefts within the state

Technological Implications

The first challenge faced while developing the system was in identifying an electronic 

yet reliable arrangement for the personnel in the state to send messages to and get 

relies from the system via SMS.

A local number had to be set up otherwise the cost of sending messages would be 

higher, discouraging the personnel from using it. The first option that was considered 

was to set up a server in the Police HQs in Kohima equipped with a GSM Modem. 

However, this was discarded due to the lack of in-house facilities, mobile connectivity 

etc. 

The solution was in hosting the number remotely, with a company based out of Kochi 

who offered Bulk SMS services as well as option to host the local Nagaland SIM card, 

on their servers in Kochi with a 99.5 per cent uptime expected. This was also 

economical as roaming incoming messages are free. The system also linked to their 

SMS Gateway to send outgoing messages via the shortcode NPSVMS. 

Due to similar concerns of Uptime and Load Management, hosting the NPSVMS was 

changed from the initial plan of having a server in Nagaland to CtrlS, a Datacenter in 

Hyderabad. This was Asia's largest and India's only Tier 4 data center with a 

guaranteed uptime of 99.996 . Moreover, a server installed in the State Police 

HQs is synchronised with the main cloud server on a regular basis. 

With the System Architecture in place, the next step was to connect with the various 

agencies hosting the data required. NCRB had already given access credentials to the 

VahanSamanvay website and through that, reports of stolen vehicles from the entire 

country for the past 30 years were manually downloaded which formed the base of the 

NCRB database table of NPSVMS.

At that time, NIC, who are hosting and maintaining the Vahan System, provided Web 

Service access details for the Nagaland Police server to connect directly to the Vahan 

server and make queries in real time. Initially, access was given for Exact Matching 

queries via Registration Number. After the development team implemented this, it 

was found that there was a big requirement to query the system via Engine and 

Chassis numbers. After a while this access was provided. 

The NPSVMS has a Web-based interface for Administrators in the Police HQs to log in 

via their computers or smart devices and manage the system. Through this interface 

the admin can manage users and generate various reports etc. The System also 

provides a hotline facility to immediately report their stolen vehicles. 

Follow-up Initiatives

NPSVMS has been showcased to all North Eastern states by the Ministry of Home 

Affairs for review and replication.

This initiative will be linked with a mobile application. 

per cent
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Traffic Sentinel

Category of the Initiative : Road Safety and 

Traffic Management

State/UT : Delhi

Implemented Since : December 2015

Traffic Sentinel Scheme helps citizens to report certain traffic violations to the Delhi Traffic 

Police. The mode of reporting the traffic offences is clicking a photo or a video through the 

application on a smart phone and send the same. The application only asks basic 

information such as place of offence, date and time. However, in GPS enabled phones, the 

date/time/location is also automatically embedded on the photographs. To give incentive 

to the member of public who report a traffic offence, an attractive reward system is also a 

part of the scheme. The following violations are available on Traffic Sentinel Mobile App to 

report:

Stop Line Violation

Without Helmet

Without Seatbelt

Defective Number Plate

Driving Against the Flow of Traffic 

Using Mobile Phone while Driving

Yellow Line Violations

Triple Riding

Parking on Footpath

Dangerous/ Zig Zag Driving

Red Light Jumping

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

Now the traffic violators remain attentive and worry that somebody from the public 

can report their violations, at the click of a button. This is helping Delhi Police to control 

traffic violations on the roads. A major accomplishment of this project is that it is 

acting asa force multiplier.

Upto February 22, 2016, more than 8079 users have downloaded this application.  The 

rating of the mobile app. Is 3.8 out of 5. 

People have reported 50,022 cases of traffic violations, out of which 24,560 cases have 

approved and challanned. 
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To give incentive to the member of public who report a traffic offence, an attractive 

reward system is also a part of the scheme.

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

Well defined administrative procedures have been adopted by Delhi Police for traffic 

management solutions. There is no requirement of legislative changes. 

The application development was carried out under the overall supervision of the 

Commissioner of Police. The project was coordinated by the Spl. CP (Traffic). The 

project implementation was done the Joint CP (Traffic) and the project management 

was under Addl. CP (Traffic) duly assisted by DCP/Traffic (VIP)

There was a service level agreement with the outsourced software development team 

ensuring the compliance with software development standards and for timely 

completion of the project development. 

The application development was done in-house with outsourced software 

development team stationed at Traffic Police HQ with proper consideration for 

security features. The backend infrastructure ensures the security concerns through 

periodic software updates and patches. 

Financial Implications

The cost for the development of the application was borne by the Delhi Police. However, 

Delhi Police raised sponsorships from corporates, under their CSR budgets to give gifts to 

the people who reported traffic violations through the application. 

Follow-up Initiatives

The application is required to frequently updated with new features. 

Delhi Police is in talks with various corporates and is in process of strengthening their 

scheme, to reward the people who reported traffic violations through the application.
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Delhi Traffic Police Mobile App

Category of the Initiative : Road Safety and 

Traffic Management

State / UT : Delhi

Implemented Since : May 2014

The main objective of this mobile application is to provide instant information related to 

traffic situation to the road users of Delhi. The application aims to reach out to maximum 

number of road users in Delhi directly throught their individual android smart phones and 

keep them aware of the latest traffic situation in Delhi through timely traffic alerts and 

traffic advisories, aimed to make commuting in Delhi faster and easier. The App provides 

single window services of Traffic Advisory, Traffic Alerts, Taxi/ Autorickshaw/ Cab Fare, 

Complaints, Signal Faults, Towed Vehicles, Emergency Contact, FAQs, Offences, Lost-

Report and link to Facebook, Twitter and Delhi Police website.

The app also has a complaint section where users can lodge complaints regarding refusal, 

overcharging by Taxi/ TSR drivers, faulty traffic signals etc. and give their suggestions 

which will help us to improve the traffic situation in the area. The application has a global 

reach and removes the geographical and time barriers for assessing these services. 

Application is linked with Facebook. Any alert posted on Facebook is automatically made 

available on the App. SMS is used for confirming registration of complaint. Traffic App 

enables the users/ citizens to plan their journey in an informed way and without any 

hindrances. It facilitates more transparency, responsiveness and accountability on the 

part of the service provider.

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

There is zero cost to the user and a citizen saves a lot of time by getting advance 

information about diversions/ blocked routes. 

It also reduces the pressure on the traffic police to manage the traffic as a number of 

commuters who would have otherwise come on this route take a diversion.

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

Well defined administrative procedures have been adopted by Delhi Police for traffic 

management solutions. There is no requirement of legislative changes. 

The application development was carried out under the overall supervision of the 

Commissioner of Police. The project was coordinated by the Spl. CP (Traffic). The 

project implementation was done the Joint CP (Traffic) and the project management 

was under Addl. CP (Traffic) duly assisted by DCP/Traffic (HQ)

There was a service level agreement with the outsourced software development team 
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ensuring the compliance with software development standards and for timely 

completion of the project development. 

The application development was done in-house with outsourced software 

development team stationed at Traffic Police HQ under close supervision of 

ACP/Traffic Engineering. 

Financial Implications

The cost for the development of the application was borne by the Delhi Police. 

Follow-up Initiatives

The application is required to be frequently updated with new features.
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Enhancing Women Safety & Security in Cuttack and Bhubaneswar

Category of the Initiative : Women Safety

State : Odisha

Implemented Since : January 2014 – December 2015

For safety and security of women, especially working women and girl students, the 

Commissionerate of Police, Bhubaneswar-Cuttack decided to make concerted, 

comprehensive, coordinated and resolute efforts to combat crime against women. The 

Commissionerate Police conceptualised and chalked out an initiative comprising several 

innovative measures, leveraging the available resources, communication technology and 

social media, in partnership with the NGOs and Private Sector. Some important measure 

taken under this initiative are as follows:

 To provide a safe and secure journey to women 

commuters, the Police Commissionerate, introduced women friendly auto rickshaws 

under the banner of 'Pink Auto' Scheme in collaboration with some Private Sector 

units, like Paradip Phosphates Ltd, Piaggio Auto and Indian Metal & Ferro Alloys Ltd. 

Each Pink Auto driver is psychologically assessed by subjecting him to a series of 

tests by an independent agency comprising psychologists and social scientists.

 the women support centre: the Police Commissionerate in association 

with an NGO, the Institute of Social Development (ISD) and Oxfam India, has set up 

'Maadhyam'. The primary objective of these centres is to provide counselling support 

to women victims of violence which includes broken relationship, sexual harassment, 

rape, molestation, eve teasing, stalking, intimate partner violence, domestic violence, 

kidnapping and abduction, trafficking, cyber-crime and voyeurism etc. The 

'Maadhyam' also extends support like legal aid through District Legal Services 

Authority, shelter in collaboration with Shelter Homes, medical aid in deserving cases 

through Red Cross, State Medical Services etc. 

 the Police Commissionerate has developed and organise self-

defence basic training course in Un-Armed Combat (UAC) in different batches for 

willing girl students and working women, by a team of trained police personnel. The 

course duration is of 3 weeks. 

 This application is oriented at 

making police assistance available to the distressed women facing threat to life and 

limb. It has features such as shake to alert, power button alert, single key SMS, call 

alert to modern control room, automatic recording and transmission of 30 seconds 

video depicting the real life situation, automatic emergency call to either police control 

room or family/friends, and, victim's details location and time alert on phone and 

portal. 

 The Commissioner 

of Police issued order U/s 144 Cr. P.C. for mandatorily taking certain safety and security 
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Women Friendly Auto Rickshaws:

'Maadhyam':

Self Defence Training:

Android based mobile application 'MO SAATHI':

Special Security measures for Women's Private Hostels/ Messes:
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measure such as CCTV installation, strong boundary wall etc., within a given time 

frame by the landlords/owners/partners/proprietors of such women hostels/messes.

Massive awareness programme for women safety and security was undertaken 

through preparation and screening of short films in cinema halls, display of hoardings 

and banners, distribution of pamphlets and disseminating information through e-

media. 

Hold regular interaction programmes with the women folks.

Activation of women help desks at Police Stations of the twin cities.

Setting up of interactive website of Commissionerate Police, Bhubaneswar-Cuttack.

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

These measures have drastically transformed the women's security scenario in the 

twin cities especially in Bhubaneswar. It has tremendously helped in improving the 

image of police in public and boosted up the faith and confidence of womenfolk in the 

local Police.

The incidences of crime against women in the streets or public places have declined 

significantly. The working women and girl students travel safely in the city even 

during odd hours.

The 'Maadhyam' Women Support Centres have benefitted more than 800 women in 

counselling and other assistance. 1360 participants have been imparted with the self-

defence training.

The mobile application 'Mo Saathi' has greatly improved the sense of security and 

confidence level among women. So far 2,100 women have registered their names with 

'Mo Saathi' and more than 10,000 have applied for the registration. 

Most of the women's private residential hostels/ messes have complied with the 

mandatory directions issued by the Commissioner of Police u/s 144 Cr.P.C. 

Procedural, Administrative and Legislative Changes

Online complaints received through social media are processed just like those 

received through posts or delivered by hand and follow up action is taken.

The Police has entered into an agreement with Institute of Social Development (ISD) to 

set-up and run 'Maadhyam'  Women Support Centre.

Administrative instructions were finalised and communicated to all the police 

stations for smooth functioning of Women Help Desks.

Follow-up Initiatives

Most of the components of this Initiative needs a continuum, sustainability and 

proliferation. Arrangements have generally been made in respect of each scheme to 

institutionalise and grow through governmental ownership or public private 

partnership.
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Himmat (App)

Category of the Initiative : Women Safety 

State/UT : Delhi

Implemented Since : January 2015

Delhi Police had launched a mobile-based Android app-"Himmat" - an initiative for the 

safety of women travelling alone in Delhi/NCR. The 'Himmat' app can be downloaded free 

of cost from the Delhi Police Website, Google Play, App Store etc. It has features such as:

Shake To Alert: Generating false SOSs alerts/alarms, intentionally/unintentionally, 

willlead to cancellation of the registration after 3 such (False SOS alerts) incidents. 

The user must report in an email/to support number, if in case they want to re-

registerand activate the facility.

Power Button Alert

Soft Button Alert 

Call back by Police Control Room

Audio and Video Recording: During the emergency, using advanced technology, the 

mobile app captures audio and video from the environment of the person in distress 

and transmits the same to the Police Control Room.

SMS Alerts for Family and Friends: An SMS alert relating to the distress is also sent 

simultaneously to police control room. The CPCR takes further action. The SMS alert is 

also transmitted simultaneously by the Police Control Room to the Police Patrol cars in 

the area and the local Station House Officer (SHO) through the Delhi Police Cyber 

Highway.

Victims details, location Time Alert on phone and portal

Alert on Facebook

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

Crimes against women are being monitored on a regular basis in Delhi. The application 

ensures timely support from Delhi Police to women in distress. 
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Lost and Found Web Application

Category of the Initiative : Other Policing Initiative 

Organisation : Central Industrial Security 

Force (CISF)

Implemented Since : April 2015

CISF is mandated to secure 59 civil airports in India. In 2015, it found that the fliers left 

behind cash of various denominations, jewellery, laptops, cellphones and electronic items 

among others, worth a total of Rs. 32.15 crores in the security-hold area of the airports. The 

paramilitary force evaluates these items after seizure and bona-fide owners can claim the 

same back from the airport operator's desk after checking the list of recovered items, by 

using the lost and found web application on the CISF official website. CISF plays the role 

of a facilitator and does not entertain any claim for handling such lost items. Hence all 

responsibility lies with the Airport staff to return the items deposited by CISF at their 

store. Passengers can browse the CISF website.

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

This web application has been a runaway success with regular updates of such items 

from all airports, including International Airports, which are under the security cover 

of CISF. As of now more than 18,000 items of wide range (electronic items, foreign 

exchange etc.), have been found and reported through this web application. This app 

also facilitates contact details of all Airport Authority representatives to whom such 

items are being handed over.

It is totally user friendly and designed with graphical user interface which makes it 

easy to operate. Categorisation of the articles makes the search easier.  Every year 

articles worth several crores are restored to their rightful owners who have been 

facilitated by this web application. In the year 2015, articles worth approx. Rs. 11 

Crores were restored to their bon-fide owners and articles worth approx. Rs. 21.5 

Crores to the Airport Operators.
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RajCop Citizen App

Category of the Initiative : Other Policing Initiative 

State : Rajasthan

Implemented Since : May 2015 (Re-launched)

Rajasthan police has recently relaunched the upgraded version of 'RajCop Citizen', a 

specially designed smartphone application which enables citizens to report crime 

instantly using their mobile phones. The app lets people reach police personnel for various 

crime reporting, tenant verification, servant verification, women helpline and stolen 

vehicle search, among others. Citizens can also use the app to seek police assistance. 

Citizens have access to the following services through features provided in the mobile 

application.

 Any citizen can upload a photograph or a video clipping of a 

criminal occurrence through this feature of the app. Information about the uploading 

of crime report shall be conveyed to the police station concerned immediately through 

SMS and email and the uploaded information shall simultaneously be displayed on the 

homepage of the police station on police web portal so as to enable it to take necessary 

action in the reported matter. The person who uploaded the information can seek 

update through the app itself.

 A citizen desirous of 

getting the antecedents of his/ her tenant/ servant can upload the photograph and 

other necessary details of the person whose antecedents are to be verified. The 

uploaded information would be immediately displayed on the homepage of the police 

station on police web portal. The Police Station shall complete the verification process 

and update the information on the web portal if it pertains to its jurisdiction. The 

request can be transferred online to any other Police Station of the state for verification 

whenever it belongs to the jurisdiction of such Police Station. In the event of the 

jurisdiction lying beyond the state boundaries, the request can be transferred to the 

district/ Police Station concerned through email/ FAX/ post. The person seeking the 

information can check the updated status at any time through the app.

Any person in trouble can seek police help through this feature very 

easily. A simple touch on this button available in the app sends the information to the 

district police control room through a call, an SMS and an email. The control room shall 

gather information from the person seeking help and ensure immediate response to 

the distress call. Technology has been harnessed to rush help to the person in distress 

even when communication with the person is not possible for some reason.

 citizens can directly call the police control room on 100 by a single touch of 

this button provided in the app.
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Crime Reporting:

Verification of antecedents of tenant/ domestic servant:

I Need Help: 

Dial 100:
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 a woman can contact women help line through a simple touch of 

this button in the app and seek necessary counsel / assistance.

a citizen can find whether a vehicle is stolen / recovered by uploading 

the registration number/engine number/chassis number of the vehicle. It can be a 

very useful feature at the time of buying an old vehicle.

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

 The system has resulted into quick response to the person in trouble 

along with providing various services like Crime upload, Tenant/ Servant verification, 

Vehicle search etc.

 Citizens in trouble can seek police assistance through a simple touch of 

button available in the app. A citizen can find whether a vehicle is stolen / recovered 

by entering the registration number/engine number/chassis number of the vehicle. A 

citizen can also report crime activities by uploading photos/videos and get services 

for tenant/servant verification without visiting the police station.

Women help line:

Vehicle Search: 

For Government:

For Public:
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Border Interaction Team

Category of the Initiative : Other Policing Initiative 

Organisation : Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB)

Implemented Since : April 2015

To enhance the performance and professionalism of SSB on the Borders while on duty and 

to build the image of SSB as a people friendly force, Director General of SSB had 

constituted 'Border Interaction Team' consisting of male and female personnel of SSB with 

the purpose of checking and frisking at the designed check post/authorized routes and 

elsewhere in the AOR wherever required on the International Border. It is also aimed to 

maximize operational achievements through meaningful intelligence based operations 

using specially trained plain clothes personnel all along the border.

The SSB Border Interaction Team are functioning efficiently since February, 2015 at seven 

places on the border of Indo-Nepal (Raxaul, Jogbani, Sonauli, Rupediah, Panitanki, 

Banbasa and Barhni) and two places on Indo-Bhutan Border (Darranga and Jaigaon) with 

close coordination with central and other state agencies available at the Borders.

Members of the Interaction Teams have been trained in soft skills, local language, custom 

rules, BOI rules and human trafficking by organising/conducting training with the help of 

other governmental agencies like Customers, BOI, NCB, Local police, AHTUs and NGOs.

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

The Border Interaction Teams of SSB developed at 9 locations are performing well with 

their dedicated tasks. The Border Interaction Teams have created good image of SSB 

and developed good rapport with local people as well as with the Nepal & Bhutanese 

citizens through their professionalism. 

The Teams are successfully operating to stop the smuggling and other illegal 

activities in the areas where they are deployed. Cases of human trafficking, gold 

smuggling, smuggling, of narcotics drug items, detention of national of other 

countries without valid papers etc. have been detected by the Border Interaction 

Teams and handed over to concerned Law Enforcement Agencies. 

The Teams are maintaining proper coordination with local police, security forces of 

Nepal as well as Bhutan and Customs while discharging their assigned duties.
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Citizen Cop (App)

Category of the Initiative : Other Policing Initiative

State : Chhattisgarh

Implemented Since : September 2015

Raipur range has launched Citizen Cop as a citizen friendly Mobile App to empower every 

citizen to be a powerful cop. This has brought law enforcement authorities a click away 

from the common people. The Citizens needed a platform, where help can be made easily 

available and citizens could themselves participate in ensuring safe and secure society.  

The initiative has an aim to bring police and citizens together against crime, this tool has 

been developed to empower the common man. It comes with features to help citizens find 

instant help whenever they require. Additionally, it facilitates users to voluntarily report a 

crime without disclosing identity, secure themselves in safe zones, access quick help, call 

police and enjoy convenience through instant towed vehicle search and notifications. This 

App has strengthened accessibility of public to police. Citizen Cop application is 

available for Android as well as iPhones. Some of the features are illustrated below:

Report an incident, offers any illegal activity to be reported in any of the selected 

category like crime, traffic violation, harassment, corruption, etc. This is the only 

feature which uses mobile carrier charges like SMS and sends senders number at 

control room. Other than this, everything is internet data driven. As evidence one can 

attach instant photo/video from the site.

Help Me!!/ SOS, allows user to store up to four numbers of friends or relatives and one 

default number of local police control room is also save. This is planned to use normal 

SMS, just because of the thought that in emergency situation, data connectivity might 

not be good or might not be there at all.

Call Police and Call admin, gives user a searchable directory of top police and 

administrative officers of city.

My Safe Zone, allows user to create his/her own geographical boundary and 

whenever they go out of that bound, an alert message goes to all 4 saved contacts. 

This incorporates geo-fencing feature.

Fare Calculator, offers auto rickshaw fare calculation by selecting a source and 

destination on map. It can give distance and fare that ought to be charged for 

travellers new to the city.

Towing vehicle search facility, offers user to search/track their vehicle number and it 

gives result in case it has been towed by traffic cranes. It gives wrong parked vehicle 

picture, pickup location, and drop off location etc. At the back this feature is supported 

by a secondary app given to crane officers who clicks pictures and submits to Citizen 
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COP server. Only authorised users can use that secondary application.

Vehicle search feature, gives details of vehicle owner of the state. Apart from that 

there is also a provision to show Status of vehicle where we separately can import 

stolen vehicle data and user can come to know about that any particular vehicle is 

reported stolen or not.

My close group, offers users to create their own group of friends or relatives and upon 

consent or acceptance from other user, host can see their location in real time.

News update, is a way to communicate to all citizen cop users. This message can be 

sent from control room using web interface. It can be properly formatted text with 

images and can be in Hindi as well.

Report lost article, allows any user to report any lost article/document while being at 

home by filling relevant information.

Emergency calls, gives a list of ambulance, hospitals, fire, child helpline, women 

helpline etc.

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

Citizen COP mobile application has been launched on 8th Sep, 2015 at Raipur, the 

capital of Chhattisgarh. The mobile application is successfully working in 05 district of 

Raipur range. Around 14286 users have already downloaded the application. By using 

various features of this application, common people have started easily accessing 

police services and getting status reports in response to their reports.

As approaching the police station, to report every petty crime is a lengthy process, 

this application would help citizens to report the crime, lost articles & seek 

emergency help at the time of distress at the click of a button. This user friendly safety 

application has been developed in response to the concerns and needs of the citizens 

to enlist their cooperation and participation in creating a safe, secure and crime free 

society.

This application could be replicated across India.

Financial Implications

This initiative does not require any government funding. With little efforts, they get 

funding from philanthropists to run this scheme.  

In addition, it could be replicated across India, without any financial implication on 

the government. 
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CVR (Special Branch, Delhi Police) 

Category of the Initiative : Other Policing Initiative 

State/UT : Delhi

Implemented Since : August 2015

The Special Branch of Delhi Police deals with verification of character and antecedents of 

candidates for employment in government, semi-government, public sector undertakings 

and other departments. Character verification of employees of private firms is also 

conducted on request of employers concerned. The concerned department / organisation 

may visit the Delhi Police website and click on the police verification portal. Thereafter, 

upload the details on the prescribed proforma of applicant whose character and 

antecedents is required to be verified by Delhi Police. The Departments can pay the 

verification charges/ prescribed fee on this portal online. 

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

It saves time of 3-4 days, lost due to process of manual submission of the forms.

It saves an amount of Rs. 4-5 lakhs approximately as postal charges.

It is secure, transparent and efficient process by which corruption can be curbed and 

detected to a significant extent.

The app helps people to get CVRs faster than the manual method.

With the help of this app, applicants will are provided electronically-signed CVR 

certificate with 15 days, although the time given is 30 days.
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Delhi Police … One Touch Away Mobile Application

Category of the Initiative : Other Policing Initiative 

State/UT : Delhi

Implemented Since : August 2015

This Application brings people of Delhi, one step closer to the Police department and 

hence named as Delhi Police - One Touch Away. It caters all the police related apps 

interface to the general public on a single touch. It is developed for mobile platforms to 

ease public use. It has been developed keeping in mind the needs of the internal Police 

department as well as the public. People might not always be aware of the government 

already existing Apps and sites, therefore this App provides them with this interface to 

put their grievances forward. Also police department can notify public regarding any 

plans, actions or law. Some of the features of the application are as follows:

This App is user friendly and ease to adapt.

Provides contact numbers of all the Delhi Police Officers to the public. 

Police can send notification to Public and within the Department through this app.

It provides all the important helpline numbers to the public required in case of any 

emergency.

It gives shortcut to all the websites and Apps related to Delhi Police.

It provides reference to Laws & Acts information to the Police Department.

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

This application brings public on one platform for all Apps and Websites.

All websites and mobile Apps, launched in future will also be available under this one 

umbrella.

The Application also provides the facility to disseminate notifications to all or 

particular pre-defined groups of public or police related to: advisory, safety tips, traffic 

alerts, missing persons with photographs, proclaimed offenders with photographs, 

wanted criminals with photographs/ portraits etc. 

Date and time stamping with geo location of the video or picture captured through this 

application. 

Follow-up Initiatives

Presently available for Android based mobile users. It will be made available for other 

mobile operating systems.
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1064

Category of the Initiative : Other Policing Initiative 

State/UT : Delhi

Implemented Since : March 2014

The Delhi Police took a giant stride towards containing corruption in its ranks by actively 

reaching out to the public in order to enlist their co-operation to easily report complaints of 

corruption and bribery with the launch of helpline numbers 1064 and 1800111064. On 

these helplines, members of public can report any act of corruption in police ranks. The 

Vigilance Branch of Delhi Police mans these helplines on round-the-clock basis, and takes 

prompt action on all such complaints. 

In addition, a new anti-corruption helpline number 9910641064 with WhatsApp facility 

was launched. This helpline was designed to receive not only calls but also audio or video 

recordings of any act of demanding or accepting bribe through WhatsApp which could be 

used as evidence in support of the complaint.

Special initiatives were taken by Delhi Police to encourage more and more public 

participation and support to identify and report corrupt practices by any of its field 

functionaries. Maximum publicity was given on a sustained basis through radio jingles, 

newspaper advertisements, WIPA announcements, and hoarding/ posters at prominent 

public places. 

Key Benefits to the Public and the Government

Each call or message that is received on these numbers is attended to with due care 

and attention by the officers of Vigilance Branch, and after due assessment of the 

evidence furnished in the call/message, strict Department action is initiated and 

cases under the prevention of Corruption Act are also promptly registered against the 

concerned police personnel.

In the last 2 years, 40 cases have been registered by Vigilance Branch based on 

evidence placed before the Branch by all possible means, and departmental action 

has been taken against 73 police officers. The action includes the dismissal of 6 

policemen and suspension of 67 police officers on corruption complaints. 
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Mr. G. K. Pillai retired as Union Home Secretary to the Government of India. He belongs to 

the Kerala cadre of the 1972 batch of IAS. 

He has worked in various positions in the State Government of Kerala and the Central 

Government. 

In the Central Government, he had worked in the Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Road, 

Transport& Highways and in the Ministry of Home Affairs, besides a long stint in the 

Commerce Ministry, including as the Commerce Secretary to the Union Government. 

Mr. Pillai has a BSc in physics and chemistry from St. Joseph's College, Bangalore and  MSc 

from the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), Madras.

Mr. G. K. Pillai

Former Union Home Secretary

Government of India

Ms. Manjari Jaruhar retired as Special Director General of CISF. She is one of the first five 

women police officers in India and the first from the State of Bihar. She was selected for the 

Indian Police Service (IPS) in 1976 and has held key positions in the state governments of 

Bihar and Jharkhand, the National Police Academy (NPA), the CISF and the CRPF. She has 

led teams in a wide range of complex and challenging assignments that have prepared 

her for a career in the private and social sector. 

Ms. Jaruhar is a recipient of the Government of India's Police Medal for Meritorious Service 

and the President's Police Medal for Distinguished Service. She was awarded the Director 

General's Commendation Disc for outstanding service twice in the CISF and once when 

she was with the CRPF.

Ms. Manjari Jaruhar

Former Special DG

Central Industrial Security Force

Esteemed Jury Members 
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Mr. N. Ramachandran is currently President and CEO of Indian Police Foundation and 

Institute, and is Former DGP (A&M), Government of India. A highly decorated and 

accomplished member of the Indian Police Service, he served the States of Assam and 

Meghalaya and has extensive experience in field policing, intelligence, counter terrorism 

and conflict resolution.

At the Central Government level, he served the elite Special Protection Group (SPG), 

responsible for the security of the Prime Minister. During the course of his two stints in the 

SPG spread over a period of 13 years, he contributed significantly towards building and 

nurturing the SPG to be a world class security organisation that prides itself for its 'zero 

error' culture and commitment to continuous pursuit of professional excellence.

He served as the Chairman and CEO of the Port of Cochin for the period 2005-2011. He also 

served as Chairman of the High Level Committee on the security preparedness of India's 

major ports and commercial maritime operations. 

Mr. N. Ramachandran

President & CEO, Indian Police Foundation and Institute, and

Former DGP (A&M), Government of India

Mr. Alok Bansal is Director India Foundation and Honorary Executive Director of South 

Asian Institute for Strategic Affairs (SAISA). He is also an Honorary Professor at New Delhi 

Institute of Management (NDIM) and facilitator of India Policy Group (IPG) on Afghanistan 

for Track II Dialogues by Friedrich Ebert Stiftung. 

He has been the Executive Director of the National Maritime Foundation (NMF) and has 

worked with the Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA), and Centre for Land 

warfare Studies (CLAWS).  He has authored a book titled Balochistan in Turmoil: Pakistan 

at Cross Roads in 2009 and has co-edited three books titled, South Asian Security: 21st 

Century Discourses, Pakistan Occupied Kashmir: The Untold Story and Sri Lanka: Search 

for Peace.  

Mr. Alok Bansal

Director

India Foundation
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Mr. Milan Narendra leads the IT enablement business for government vertical in EY  and 

has over 16 years of experience in the industry. He is one of the leading experts in the area 

of E-Governance and Government Administrative Reforms in India and has varied 

experience in transformation of large Federal and State Government institutions in India, 

Bangladesh, Middle East and Africa. He has been actively involved in Government 

Advisory Services in a number of Indian States and at the Central Ministry Level. He led 

the CCTNS Project as a Program Director and has been associated with multiple other 

transformational work in Homeland Security, Smart Cities, Health and Tax Analytics.  He 

is spearheading large enablement initiatives related to Vaccine Supply Chain, 

Performance Dashboards and Analytics. He has advised government departments in 

India on Business Process Re-engineering, IT Strategy, Bid Process Management and 

Program Management.

He has a Masters in Business Administration and a Bachelors degree in Mechanical 

Engineering. Mr. Narendra was earlier heading the Government Consulting Practice as 

Practice Head of Wipro Consulting Services across India, Middle East and Africa.

Mr. Milan Narendra

Director- Government Advisory Services

EY 
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Anti-Insurgency

�Indo Tibetan Border Police Force (ITBP) - Anti-Insurgency

Jammu & Kashmir Police - Anti-Militancy Operations

Maharashtra Police - Creating a congenial atmosphere for Vidhan Sabha 

elections 2014

Child Safety

Himachal Pradesh Police

Himachal Pradesh Police

Jharkhand Police - Jharkhand Child Friendly Policing Campaign

Kerala Police - Operation Gurukulam

Kerala Police - Clean Campus, Safe Campus

Telangana State Police - Operation-'Muskaan'-['Smile']

Uttarakhand Police - Operation Smile

Community Policing

Andaman & Nicobar Island Police

Andhra Pradesh Police SPHOORTHY

Delhi Police - Lost Report

Delhi Police - E-SAATHI, E-SEAT BOOK

Gujarat Police - 'Suraksha Setu' - Safe City Surat Project

Goa Police - Little Police

Himachal Pradesh Police 

Jammu & Kashmir Police - Operation Julay

Kerala Police - Student Police Cadet (SPC)

Kerala Police - Community Policing

Maharashtra Police - Police Mitras (Police Friends)

Odisha Police - Ama Police

Telangana State Police - MELUKOLUPU
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Telangana State Police - Leaflet/ Phamplet

Telangana State Police - Community CCTV Project

Jammu & Kashmir Police - Community Policing with Special reference to 

Anti-Insurgency, Women Safety and Child Safety

Telangana State Police - Citizen Friendly Smart Police Stations with 

Technology as force multiplier

Uttar Pradesh Police - Gender - Sensitive Community Policing

Telangana State Police - Collaborative Policing - A No Cost Prevention 

Model

Cyber Security

Himachal Pradesh Police 

Kerala Police - Kerala Police Cyberdome

Himachal Pradesh Police 

Elderly Safety

Odisha Police - Senior Citizens' security in twin cities

Human Trafficking

Chhattisgarh Police - Manav Taskari Ki Rokdham

Himachal Pradesh Police

Kerala Police - Operation Big Daddy / Anti-Human Trafficking Club

Himachal Pradesh Police

Odisha Police - Rescue and rehabilitation of Missing Children from outside 

state during operation Smile-II

Himachal Pradesh Police

Road Safety and Traffic Management

Andaman & Nicobar Island Police 

Chhattisgarh Police - Road Safety & Traffic Management Solutions

Himachal Pradesh Police

Maharashtra Police - Road Safety

Himachal Pradesh Police

Odisha Police - Traffic Awareness Programme in Bhubaneshwar

Tamil Nadu Police - Golden Hour Trauma Care - Salem City Model
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Telangana State Police - Integrated E-Challan System

Kerala Police - Subhayathra

Himachal Pradesh Police

Delhi Police - Traffic Sentinel

Telangana State Police - Body worn Cameras - Accountability among front 

line Police Officers and commuters

Uttarakhand Police - Traffic Management Solutions

Andaman & Nicobar Island Police 

Delhi Police - Delhi Traffic Police Mobile App.

Nagaland Police - SMS Based Vehicle Monitoring System (NPSVMS)

Telangana State Police - Cashless & Non-Contact Citizen Friendly Traffic 

Enforcement

Women Safety

Delhi Police - Traffic SentinelDelhi Police - HIMMAT APP

Himachal Pradesh Police

Telangana State Police - SHE Team Empowered with HAWK-EYE, a reliable 

framework for Women's Safety

Kerala Police - "Stree Suraksha" Women Self Defense Techniques (WSDT) 

Training Programmes

Odisha Police - Enhancing Women Safety and Security in twin cities; 

Innovative ways

Telangana State Police - SHE TEAMS and Project Safe Stay

Other Policing Initiative

Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) - M-Power (Mobile App for CISF 

Personnel)

Kerala Police - Kaval Kannu

Telangana State Police - Automated Passport Verification 

Delhi Police - Delhi Police …One Touch Away Mobile Application

Telangana State Police - Accountability & Transparency in Police

Telangana State Police - City Wide CCTV Surveillance System with - a 

multi-agency command control center

Telangana State Police - A multi-Agency Technology Fusion Centre: A 

Smart City Initiative
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Telangana State Police - Project SVAR

Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) - Lost and Found Web Application

Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB) - Border Interaction Team

Andhra Pradesh Police - e-Office

Delhi Police - Special Branch, Delhi Police

Punjab Police - Community Policing

Delhi Police - 1064(Vigilance Anti-Corruption Helpline) (Toll Free)

Jammu & Kashmir Police - Transportation of Force

Rajasthan Police - Performance Measurement System for Police Stations, 

Circles, Police Districts

Telangana State Police - Expeditious Verification of Passport Applications

Telangana State Police - Social Media Management Center

Telangana State Police - Know your case status

Telangana State Police - Community Policing

Telangana State Police - Creating Awareness to people on Community 

Policing

Uttar Pradesh Police - Drive for Conviction of Criminals

Uttarakhand Police - Other Policing Initiatives

Telangana State Police - CHETNA (Distress Intervention Center - DIC)

Telangana State Police - The Cab Registration System; SHE Cabs and Traffic 

Buddy Mobile APP

Rajasthan Police - Raj cop Citizen App.

Chhattisgarh Police - Citizen COP (Mobile Application)
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FICCI has many specialised committees where key concerns of the industry are debated 

and discussed with the specific aim of presenting the recommendations to the 

Government for favourable decisions. 

Considering internal security is the backbone of growth and overall development of a 

nation, FICCI has constituted two specialised committees to look into various aspects of 

security -

Committee on Homeland Security (HLS) is chaired by Mr. G. K. Pillai, Former Union 

Home Secretary, Govt. of India, which is working towards bridging the gap between 

policing and technology. 

Committee on Private Security Industry (PSI) is chaired by Ms. Manjari Jaruhar, 

Former Special DG - CISF, Govt. of India. The committee has been advocating for key 

policy issues confronting the industry.

Some of the focus areas: 

SMART Policing: FICCI has instituted Award for best practices in SMART Policing in 

India, with the objective to promote initiatives taken by the Police for the safety and 

security of Indian citizens. This can change public perception and build positive and 

progressive image of the police among people. FICCI SMART Policing Awards provide a 

platform to police officials across India to learn from the experiences of other states and 

also for possible adoption of the best practices to further enhance policing in their 

respective states.

Police Modernisation: FICCI is working towards bridging the gap between policing and 

technology. We engage with various enforcement agencies and provide them a platform 

to interact with industry, to articulate their requirements and to understand new 

technologies for security. This initiative is under our umbrella theme of "Safe & Secure 

Nation". 

Road Safety: United Nations has proclaimed 2011-20 as the Decade of Action on Road 

Safety. FICCI feels that the Indian Industry can play a significant role in addressing the 

issue of road safety and will be promoting potential private sector interventions in Road 

Safety through their core business activities. 

Indian Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) Policy & Regulations: FICCI has initiated 

formulating Working Groups in areas of: (a) enabling regulations for developmental use of 

UAVs, and prevention of rouge UAVs; (b) framework for permission and licencing for 

manufacturing of UAVs; and (c) technological structure for detection and neutralisation of 

unidentified UAVs.  

India Risk Survey: FICCI every year conducts survey of risk as perceived by corporates, 

which could affect business continuity. The objective of the report is to inform and 

�
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sensitise all stakeholders about the emerging risks for a developing economy like India, so 

that well planned and strategic policy decisions can be made. 

Security Standards and Guidelines: FICCI is working with the Bureau of Indian 

Standards (BIS) for creation of standards and guidelines for electronic security systems. 

Capacity Building Programmes: FICCI has initiated capacity-building programmes and 

workshops as an attempt to increase awareness about Women Safety at Workplace, 

Forensics of Fraud Detection, White Collar Crimes, etc. 

Public Procurement for Internal Security: FICCI is working towards advocacy for 

bringing well-defined procedures for fair and transparent procurement of security 

products and solutions, so as to provide level playing field to the industry. 

Enforcement of Private Security Agencies Regulation (PSAR) Act 2005: Major portion of 

the private security industry is unorganised. FICCI is advocating the proper enforcement 

of the Act.

Armed Security for Cash Logistics: FICCI is advocating for a well-articulated policy for 

deployment of armed private security guards for protection of cash vans, which carry 

crores of public money every day. 

Private Security Workers' Categorisation as Skilled / Highly Skilled Workers: FICCI is 

working towards appropriate categorisation of the private security guards.

Minimum Standards/Guidelines for Cash Logistics Companies: FICCI is advocating for 

establishment of standard operating procedures (SOPs) and guidelines for cash logistics 

companies.

Mr. Sumeet Gupta

Director Senior Assistant Director

sumeet.gupta@ficci.com ankit.gupta@ficci.com

FICCI

Federation House, Tansen Marg, New Delhi 110 001

T: +91-11- 23487212, 23487474

www.ficci.com

Mr. Ankit Gupta

Contact






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































